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Kurzfassung
Viele Anwendungen in der mobilen und kognitiven Robotik erfordern einen Prädiktionsmechanismus, um die zukünftigen Aufenthaltsorte bewegter Objekte zu schätzen.
Ein autonomes Auto muss beispielsweise die Absichten der anderen Verkehrsteilnehmer
schätzen können, um Kollisionen zu vermeiden und die Verkehrsregeln einzuhalten. Ein
Serviceroboter muss hingegen in der Lage sein, die Bewegungsspuren der Personen in
seiner Umgebung vorherzusagen, um in einer sozial akzeptablen Art und Weise zu
navigieren und die Passanten nicht zu behindern.
Fast alle Prädiktionsalgorithmen, die in der Literatur zu nden sind, beschäftigen sich
mit der Kurzzeitprädiktion und sind auf spezielle Problemstellungen angepasst. Die
Lösung einer neuen Problemstellung, welche eine Langzeitprädiktion benötigt (z.B. ein
personalisierter Shopping-Assistent, oder eine intelligente Stauvorhersage), ist daher
oft mit umfangreichem Forschungs- und Entwicklungsaufwand verbunden.
Das Ziel dieser Dissertationsschrift liegt darin, sich dieses Dezits anzunehmen und
der wissenschaftlichen Gemeinschaft ein vielseitig einsetzbares Langzeitprädiktionsframework zur Verfügung zu stellen.

Das Framework trit keine Annahmen über

das jeweilige System und kann somit auf einfache Art und Weise an die spezischen
Anforderungen der individuellen Problemstellung angepasst werden. Das Framework
selbst besteht aus drei Elementen:

•

Ein topologisches Modell, welches mit Hilfe eines Clustering Algorithmus anhand
von Beobachtungen erstellt wird.

Daraus resultiert ein topologischer Graph,

welcher den Zustandsraum ezient abbildet und eine praktkable Repräsentation
von Trajektorien ermöglicht.

•

Ein

probabilistisches

Modell,

welches

den

topologischen

Graphen

um

Übergangswahrscheinlichkeiten und Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilungen der Übergangszeiten ergänzt.

•

Das eigentliche Prädiktionsframework, welches beide Modelle integriert.

Mit

Hilfe eines ussbasierten Algorithmus errechnet es für eine gegebene Eingabetrajektorie die zukünftigen Aufenthaltswahrscheinlichkeitsverteilungen über den
gesamten Zustandsraum.

Die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit durchgeführten Experimente zeigen, dass das vorgestellte
Langzeitprädiktionsframework für Bewegungstrajektorien in der Lage ist, sich mit
mehreren State of the Art Algorithmen zu messen, ohne dabei auf problemspezische Bewegungsmodelle zurückzugreifen, physikalische Gesetze zu beachten, oder
einschränkende Annahmen über den Zustandsraum des Systems zu treen.

Weiter-

hin enthalten die Experimente umfangreiche Auswertungen und Ergebnisse, um einen
aussagekräftigen Vergleich mit künftigen Prädiktionsalgorithmen zu ermöglichen.

Abstract
Most applications of mobile and cognitive robotics require a prediction mechanism to
estimate the future positions of moving objects.

An autonomous car, for example,

needs to determine the intentions of other trac participants to avoid collisions and
to obey the trac rules. A service robot, on the other hand, needs to anticipate the
paths of the surrounding pedestrians in order to move in a socially acceptable manner
and to avoid awkward situations.
Almost all prediction algorithms presented in literature mainly focus on the short
term time horizon and usually give a solution tailored to a specic application. Thus,
extensive research and development is necessary if new applications (e.g., a personalized shopping assistant or an intelligent trac forecast) require a long term prediction
mechanism.
The goal of this thesis is to address this decit and contribute a versatile long term
prediction framework to the scientic community. It provides an algorithm which can
easily be adapted to the individual task at hand by avoiding system specic assumptions such as motion characteristics, physical properties, or spatial restrictions. The
framework consists of three elements:

•

A topological model which is based on observations and is created by utilizing
a clustering algorithm. It incorporates a topological graph, sampling the state
space eciently and enabling a convenient representation of trajectories.

•

The topological model is enriched with a probabilistic model by encoding transitional probabilities and transitional time distributions into the graph.

•

Both models are integrated into the main prediction framework. By using a ow
based algorithm, it provides the future probability distribution for a given input
trajectory over the whole state space as a result.

The experiments in this thesis show that the presented long term motion prediction
framework is able to compete with a variety of state of the art algorithms. Furthermore, they include an extensive set of evaluations and results to enable an expressive
comparison to future prediction algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Information and communication technology have advanced rapidly within the last few
years.

Not only are new consumer electronics and faster computers announced on

a regular basis - vacuum cleaning robots, service robots and autonomous cars have
also been grabbing the media's attention recently.

The abilities of machines have

changed from planning, regulating and inferring capabilities to cognitive, anticipatory
and smart services (e.g., [Kolarow et al., 2013, Gross et al., 2014, Schroeter
et al., 2013, Stricker et al., 2012]). These aptitudes are necessary for a lot of new
developments.

An autonomous car, for example, does not only need to be able to

determine and follow the best route to the destination, it also needs to recognize
trac signs, pay attention to trac lights, detect other vehicles on the road, and
estimate their intentions. One necessity for some of these tasks is the ability to predict
movements - not only just a few seconds into the future to prevent collisions but also
several seconds or minutes to determine the right of way in advance [Hermes et al.,
2009].

1.1 Contributions
This thesis highlights the long term prediction since literature unjustiably pays little
respect to this issue. The few publications covering this topic only give tailored solutions to specic tasks which cannot be transferred to dierent problems without hurdles. In order to avoid developing a particular algorithm for every new prediction task,
a versatile prediction framework is presented in this thesis. It can be easily adapted to
dierent specic prediction tasks and provides an assertion over the prospective probability distributions of moving objects. Unlike several other prediction algorithms, the
probability of nding the object at one place should not be provided for just a single
or a few discrete points, but for the whole attainable state space.

Konrad Schenk
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not only answer the question about the most probable state but also to determine the
probability of a specic state or even of a whole interval of states. It is safe to assume
that it needs many calculations and, therefore, considerable computational capabilities
to provide such a result; but, this thesis will provide a computationally less expensive
solution by transferring the problem into the time domain and an even more ecient
algorithm using an iterative approach.
The prediction algorithm will basically consist of three elements. At rst, a topological state model is needed in order to encode the position of the object or the state
of the system to be more general. The state space is not only restricted to Cartesian
coordinates. It can also, for example, include the temperature, pressure, and proportions of a chemical process, or the trade volume, revenue, and quotation of a stock
which needs to be predicted. The second element of the prediction algorithm provides
a probabilistic model representing the transition probabilities and periods between all
positions or states.

Both models, which are dependent on each other, are merged

into the third element - the main prediction framework, which nally calculates the
probability distribution.

1.2 Application Scenarios
The foundation for this thesis was laid during the research project APFel (Analyse von Personenbewegungen an Flughäfen mittels zeitlich rückwärts- und vorwärtsgerichteter Videodatenströme - Analysis of Person Movement at Airports via Temporal
Backward and Forward Video Data Streams) [Kolarow et al., 2013].

The goal of

this project was to provide a proof of concept of an intelligent video recorder assisting
security personnel at airports in searching through hours of video footage on multiple
cameras. After selecting a person in one camera image, the system searches for this
person's every appearance in all video recordings.

In order to support the involved

re-identication and to lter the relevant video data, a prediction algorithm was implemented for calculating the most probable appearances of the person on every camera.
Despite the highly specic application, the prediction framework was designed to be
as versatile as possible from the beginning in order to be easily adaptable to a variety
of other prediction tasks:

•

In mobile communications for instance, it is useful to know the next cell tower a
user is going to connect to in advance. This knowledge can be used to improve
the hand-o delay and optimize the network utilization [Wanalertlak et al.,
2011, Verhein and Chawla, 2006].

•

The main application of a prediction for autonomous vehicles is collision avoidance.

It is crucial for an autonomous car to estimate the future positions of
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other vehicles and pedestrians in order to avoid accidents and to optimize its
own behavior [Wiest et al., 2012].

•

Since mobile service robots are just another type of autonomous vehicle, they
clearly also need a collision avoidance that is ideally based on the prediction of
every other non-static object in its vicinity. Additionally, it enables the robot to
utilize an anticipatory situation assessment in order to change its navigational
strategies from a purely reactive collision avoidance [Burgard et al., 1999] into
a more socially acceptable navigation policy [Gross et al., 2014, Kuderer et al.,
2012, Weinrich et al., 2013].

•

In most applications of a service robot (e.g., [Gross et al., 2014, Schroeter
et al., 2013, Stricker et al., 2012]), it is important to estimate the future as
well as the current whereabouts of people. If the robot is not able to observe
them directly (e.g., if the robot is in another room or it is unable/not allowed
to follow the person of interest), it can estimate their current positions based
on previous observations which is equivalent to a prediction [Bennewitz et al.,
2005].

•

In marketing,

several metrics are in existence to describe a possible cus-

tomer [Bearden and Netemeyer, 1999, Dees et al., 2008].

Extensive re-

search is being conducted to anticipate a customers needs and his protability [Drengner et al., 2011, Malthouse and Blattberg, 2005]. A prediction
algorithm may not only be useful to predict a shoppers spatio-temporal trajectory but also to estimate high-order metrics to describe more abstract properties
of a possible customer.

1.3 Publications
Since the the proposed prediction framework was developed as part of a research
project, some elements of this thesis were already published at international and national conferences:

•

[Schenk et al., 2011] Schenk, Konrad, M. Eisenbach, A. Kolarow and

Comparison of laser-based person tracking at feet and
KI 2011: Advances in Articial Intelligence , pp. 277288.

H.-M. Gross (2011).

upper-body height .

In

Springer Berlin Heidelberg
The proposed tracking mechanism was used to create the Humboldt dataset as
presented in Section 6.1. It transforms LIDAR data into Cartesian coordinates
and tracks human-shaped point clouds with multiple particle lters.
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•

[Schenk et al., 2012a] Schenk, Konrad, A. Kolarow, M. Eisenbach,

Automatic calibration of multiple stationary laser range nders using trajectories . In Advanced Video and Signal-Based
Surveillance (AVSS), 2012 IEEE Ninth International Conference on , pp. 306
K. Debes and H. Gross (2012a).

312. IEEE

•

[Schenk et al., 2012b] Schenk, Konrad, A. Kolarow, M. Eisenbach,

Automatic calibration of a stationary
network of laser range nders by matching movement trajectories . In Intelligent
Robots and Systems (IROS), 2012 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on , pp.
K. Debes and H.-M. Gross (2012b).

431437. IEEE
The methods presented in [Schenk et al., 2012a] and [Schenk et al., 2012b]
were used to automatically align multiple LIDAR sensor units in a Cartesian
coordinate system. It helps signicantly in reducing the time needed to set up
the hardware and enables the tracking algorithm of [Schenk et al., 2011] to
cover the whole Humboldt Foyer.

The following publication was co-authored as part of this work:

•

[Kolarow et al., 2013] Kolarow, Alexander, K. Schenk, M. Eisenbach,

APFel: The
intelligent video analysis and surveillance system for assisting human operators .
In Advanced Video and Signal Based Surveillance (AVSS), 2013 10th IEEE International Conference on , pp. 195201. IEEE
M. Dose, M. Brauckmann, K. Debes and H.-M. Gross (2013).

The presented tracking system is able to track people with several nonoverlapping cameras using HOG detectos, a fast object tracking, and a person
re-identication mechanism. If a person leaves a camera viewport, a precursor of
the proposed predcition framework helps in constraining the number of cameras
and time periods for the otherwise time consuming search for that person in the
video footage.

Unrelated to this thesis, the following publications were also co-authored:

•

[Hermes et al., 2009] Hermes, Christoph, C. Wohler, K. Schenk and

Long-term vehicle motion prediction .
cles Symposium, 2009 IEEE , pp. 652657. IEEE

F. Kummert (2009).

In

Intelligent Vehi-

A prediction algorithm using a tree search on motion pattern is presented
in [Hermes et al., 2009] in order to predict car movements at crossings.

It

implements a similarity measure which is invariant to transformations and rotations and able to match partial pattern.
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[Eisenbach et al., 2012] Eisenbach, Markus, A. Kolarow, K. Schenk,

View invariant appearance-based person reidentication using fast online feature selection and score level fusion . In Advanced
Video and Signal-Based Surveillance (AVSS), 2012 IEEE Ninth International
Conference on , pp. 184190. IEEE
K. Debes and H. Gross (2012).

A key component used in [Kolarow et al., 2013] is the person re-identication
algorithm presented in this publication. It uses a fast online feature selection to
reidentify a person regardless of its orientation, occlusions, and lighting.

•

[Kolarow

et

al.,

2012]

Kolarow,

Alexander,

M.

Brauckmann,

M. Eisenbach, K. Schenk, E. Einhorn, K. Debes and H.-M. Gross (2012).

Vision-based hyper-real-time object tracker for robotic applications . In Intelligent
Robots and Systems (IROS), 2012 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on , pp.
21082115. IEEE
A fast vision-based object tracker is presented in this publication. It utilizes a
small number of simple features which are drawn from homogeneous regions of
the object to be tracked. These features allow for a fast logarithmic search and
enable the tracker to perform signicantly faster than real-time on an HD video
stream using consumer hardware.

•

[Eisenbach et al., 2013] Eisenbach, Markus, P. Scheiner, A. Kolarow,
K. Schenk, H.-M. Gross and I. Weinreich (2013).

Maps for Color Constancy in Person Reidentication .

Learning Illumination

Workshop Farbbildverar-

beitung, 19
Color constancy is a requirement for most re-identication algorithms in order
to track people across multiple cameras. This publication presents a method to
automatically learn varying lighting situations in a camera viewport in order to
compensate for changes in color and improve the performance of re-identication
algorithms.

1.4 The Thesis' Outline
This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, an overview of state-of-the-art prediction algorithms is given followed by a more thorough review of some selected long
term prediction methods.

In Chapter 3 to 5, the individual parts of the prediction

framework are explained. In order to evaluate the performance of the prediction framework, dierent methods are examined with experiments in Chapter 6, and the best
version is compared to the state of the art. The results and the contributions of this
thesis are summarized in Chapter 7 and possibilities for future work are depicted.
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Prediction
Framework

Topological
Representation
of State Space

Probabilistic
Representation
of State
Transitions

Observed Trajectories

The presented prediction framework basically consists of three elements. The
rst element incorporates a model which represents the topology of the state space. A second
probabilistic model is aliated with it which describes the transitions between the states
encoded into the topological model. Based on those two modules, the prediction framework as
the third element can then compute the future probability distribution given an observation.
A comprehensive trajectory basis is necessary in order to provide a representative model of
the topology and the state transitions.
Figure 1.1:

The prediction framework itself is assembled as follows: Based on observed trajectories,
a topological model, which is illustrated in Chapter 3, is built rst.

It is used to

encode the spatial information about the space in which the prediction task needs to
be solved. The topological representations are then extended by a probabilistic model,
as described in Chapter 4, in order to reect the information gained from previously
taken observations. Both models are nally combined into the prediction framework,
which takes a current observation and calculates the future spatio-temporal probability
distributions.

The structure and algorithm of the framework itself is presented in

Chapter 5. An overview of the prediction framework is given in Figure 1.1.
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Chapter 2
Long Term Motion Prediction: State
of the Art
In the previous chapter, the long term motion prediction was introduced, examples of
its application were given, and the main contributions of this thesis were highlighted.
The following chapter gives an overview of the state of the art of long term motion
prediction with a main focus on an all-purpose solution.
In order to compare the thesis to the current literature, a categorization is given in
Section 2.1. To unveil a common workow, a broad overview to dierent approaches
was chosen.

In Section 2.2, the three most versatile approaches are presented and

evaluated to give a motivation for the methods selected in this thesis.

2.1 Overview
In essence, movement prediction can be seen as time series forecasting. Research on
this topic dates back several decades ([Kemeny and Snell, 1960, Makhoul, 1975])
but application specic research has been conducted primarily in recent years.
In the data mining community, the main focus is put on mobile services and trac
management.

The knowledge of the future whereabouts while driving a car can be

used for informing the driver about upcoming gas stations, trac jams, or points
of interest along the route [Jeung et al., 2010, Krumm, 2008, Monreale et al.,
2009]. By predicting the movements of not only one, but multiple cars, congestion and
trac jams can be anticipated and trac management may be optimized signicantly
[Bachmann et al., 2013].
For pedestrians using smart phones or other wearable devices, movement prediction
can be utilized in location based advertising (e.g., restaurants or shops along the road)
or for optimizing the cell-handover in wireless networks [Verhein and Chawla, 2006].
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Long Term Motion Prediction
Category 1:
Prediction
Model

Category 2:
Model
Specifity

1.a Markov
Chain
1.b Motion
Pattern

2.a One
Model
2.b Model
Groups
2.c Specific
Models

Category 3:
Temporal/Spatial
Resolution
3.a Discrete (or
spec.)
3.b Grid
Based
3.c Density
Based

Category 4:
Prediction
Result
4.a Traj. w/o
Time
4.b Traj. with
Time
4.c Prob.
Distribution

Categories and aspects for comparing prediction algorithms as stated
in [Bachmann et al., 2013] and described in Section 2.1. The last item in category 4 was
added since none of the options available in [Bachmann et al., 2013] suited the prediction
method presented in this thesis.

Figure

2.1:

In mobile robotics, movement prediction is a key element in navigation and path
planning. Estimating the future positions of moving objects (e.g., other cars for autonomous vehicles or pedestrians for service robots) does not only improve collision
avoidance but also helps in avoiding congested areas and nding routes optimal for
the robot and other participants [Ikeda et al., 2013, Vasquez Govea, 2007].
Most prediction algorithms found in literature can be compared according to four
dierent categories, as stated in [Bachmann et al., 2013]. Figure 2.1 shows the main
categories and their dierent aspects.

A comprehensive comparison of the current

literature regarding these aspects is shown in Figure 2.2.
First, the prediction model can be separated between Markov chains or equivalent
methods (see 1.a in Figure 2.1 and 2.2) and motion patterns (1.b). While the former
is based on the assumption that only the last

n observations are relevant for estimating

the future positions with probabilistic methods, the latter uses the distance of input
trajectories to observed trajectories to give a prediction about the future state.
Another criterion to dierentiate between the models is the specicity of their movement models. The most common approach (2.a) is to use one model for all objects.
It is often based on the assumption that only one class of objects is present in the
state space (e.g., every object on a road is deemed a car - regardless of weather it is
a person or a bicycle). On the other hand, a model for every individual object can
be learned (2.b). Intermediate approaches with dierent models for dierent kinds of
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A comparison of dierent prediction methods found in literature. The rows
represent the dierent categories for comparing prediction algorithms, as shown in Figure 2.1, and the columns show into which category each algorithm falls. As can be seen,
the method presented in this thesis uses a prediction model equivalent to Markov chains and
species one movement model for all objects. However, it may also use one model for dierent groups of objects or even one model for every object. The spatial resolution corresponds
to the data density but custom designed or grid-based resolutions are also possible. The nal
result the prediction method presented in this thesis provides is a probability distribution a result no other method found in literature is able to give as an output.
Figure 2.2:

objects (e.g., one model for cars and another one for persons) are also possible (2.c).
The temporal and spatial resolution may be another distinctive feature.

It can be

divided between discretized or custom-designed resolutions like street segments, sensor nodes, or cell towers (3.a), equidistant or grid-based representations (3.b), and
continuous or density-based subdivisions (3.c).
The last criterion may be the type of prediction result. Some algorithms only provide
future trajectories without any temporal information (4.a), whereas other methods
give one or few time-discrete sequences of states, which are considered to be the most
probable trajectories (4.b).
Aside from a few exceptions, a lot of these algorithms have strong similarities in their
workow. At rst, a topological representation of movement trajectories is determined:
either by motion pattern or by a discretized state space.

Furthermore, a model is

learned, which encodes probabilistic state transitions or similarities to observed movements.

Both parts are usually dealt with in a learning phase and processed by an

algorithm in an on-line phase in order to predict an observation.
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The prediction method presented in this thesis can be categorized under the rst criterion as Markov-based. Since only one model is used for every object, the classication
under the second criterion is obvious. However, it should be mentioned that specic
models for every object or class of objects are not precluded. The spatial resolution
can be categorized as density-based. But, grid-based and application specic subdivisions may also be applied. Based on the fourth criterion, the proposed algorithm falls
under the time-discrete sequence of states category though, in contrast to comparable
publications, it does not predict only one or a few states per time step. Instead, it provides a probability distribution over the entire state space. This achievement enables
the computation of probabilities for specic states or intervals in the state space.

2.2 Selected Methods
Most of the above mentioned prediction algorithms are restricted to their specic
application and are, therefore, not easily adaptable to other problems.

Only a few

publications pursue a versatile approach. Promising methods were presented in [Bennewitz, 2004], [Vasquez Govea, 2007], and [Ikeda et al., 2013], and they will now

be surveyed in the following paragraphs.

2.2.1

Bennewitz, 2004]

[

The thesis written by Bennewitz [Bennewitz, 2004] deals with the path planning for
swarms of robots and with the navigation of individual service robots in the presence
of people. The main focus lies on motion patterns of people representing typical trajectories between resting places. The robot must learn the pattern based on observations.
It obtains the positions of the person with sensors and clusters similar trajectories into
motion pattern based on an expectation-maximization-algorithm [McLachlan and
Krishnan, 2007]. After procuring the patterns, the robot can use them to perform

a socially acceptable navigation or to predict the current positions of people by comparing the previously observed trajectory with all motion patterns and calculating the
probabilities that this observation results from each pattern. Based on the probabilities for each motion pattern, a probabilistic statement about the whereabouts of a
person can be made.
Although it is not claimed to provide a versatile prediction algorithm, the applied
methods lead one to assume that they could also be applied to solve dierent problems.
For example, the creation and utilization of motion pattern does not make any peoplespecic assumptions and merely follows probabilistic aspects which makes it possible to
model dierent systems in the same manner. Furthermore, the thesis explicitly points
out that the motion pattern are not restricted to two dimensions. Thus, the state space
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(b) Redundancy

(c) Prone to errors

Overview of the drawbacks of motion pattern (MP). The MP are shown in
top view as blue lines, and obstacles are depicted in gray. The inability of MP to infer new
behaviors is shown in (a). The learned MP are modeling two movements crossing each other
in a narrow corridor. A trajectory from the upper left to the upper right is not represented
though it could have been modeled due to the overlap in the middle. In (b) the redundancy of
MP is shown. Although they are similar, all 16 possible combinations from left to right have
their own representation in the middle corridor. The decits of interrupted observations
are shown in (c). If an observation is interrupted, the MP cannot be continued and a new
one is created as soon as further observations are available. This results in multiple small
MP which could have been connected based on spatial information.
Figure 2.3:

can be extended with a temporal dimension or additional parameters. Yet despite all of
these advantages, the utilization of motion pattern should be questioned in the context
of a general purpose prediction algorithm. Since they are goal-oriented, an intention in
the movement is implicated and stochastic or reactive movements cannot be modeled.
Additionally they are only able to predict already observed trajectories and cannot
infer new movements by combining dierent observations (see Fig. 2.3(a)). Another
disadvantage is the redundancy in motion pattern partially covering the same areas.
Regions in which several motion patterns are similar to each other are encoded in each
individual pattern.

This can result in a tremendous amount of redundant data, as

shown in Fig. 2.3(b). As depicted in Fig. 2.3(c), a database with several broken tracks
will result in an unusable set of motion patterns.

If an observation is interrupted,

the corresponding motion pattern will also be interrupted and a new, unrelated one
is created as soon as new observations are available. Due to these drawbacks, motion
patterns are not pursued in this thesis and a more suitable approach will be utilized
in order to implement a versatile prediction algorithm.

2.2.2

Vasquez Govea, 2007]

[

Dizan Vasques brought similar arguments forward against the use of motion pattern
in his thesis [Vasquez Govea, 2007] and introduced an alternative approach for
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predicting the movements of people and vehicles.

In order to implement an itera-

tively expendable prediction framework, a modication of the Hidden Markov Model
(HMM - see [Rabiner, 1989]), called Growing Hidden Markov Model (GHMM) was
developed.

This model is able to adapt its topology with the help of an Instanta-

neous Topological Map (published in [Jockusch and Ritter, 1999]) according to
new observations without the need to recalculate the whole topology in a batch. The
parameters of GHMM are obtained with an incremental version of the Baum-WelchAlgorithm [Baum et al., 1970] exactly like a regular HMM. Also similar to HMM, a
prediction based on GHMM is made by using observations to calculate its belief and
propagating it into the future by the desired time horizon.

The thesis by Vasquez calls for the prediction framework not to be restricted to people
and vehicles, but to be versatile due to the use of GHMM which can be learned iteratively.

However, the use of HMM or one of its modications as a multi-purpose

approach can be questioned.
advantage.

Justiably, the wide usage of HMM is given as an

A lot of optimized methods for learning the parameters exist in litera-

ture, and HMMs were successfully applied for classication (e.g., [Koller-Meier
and Van Gool, 2002, Makris and Ellis, 2002, Oliver et al., 2000]) and prediction
(i.e., [Bennewitz et al., 2005, Fulgenzi et al., 2009, Prasad and Agrawal, 2010])
several times. But, the basic assumption of Hidden Markov Models is that the states
of the underlying system are not directly observable (i.e., hidden) and they can only
be estimated by indirect observations.

But, in the proposed prediction framework,

HMM is not suitable since the `hidden' states are directly observable and ordinary
Markov chains [Kemeny and Snell, 1960] can be utilized. If dierent object states,
indirectly resulting from observations, are used as hidden states, system specic knowledge (e.g., the object dynamics, the intended goal, the inuence of the environment,
etc.) is needed and a versatile prediction method is precluded.

A further disadvantage of HMMs is their assumption of a rst order Markov Process
(i.e., the current state is only dependent on the previous state).

It restricts their

ability to learn more complex dynamics resulting in a mediocre prediction accuracy
on challenging problems. This disadvantage was circumvented in [Vasquez Govea,
2007] by extending the state space with a dimension representing the intended goal.
Unfortunately, this approach severely restricts the applicability since the intended
goal is usually not known beforehand or the database for learning GHMM may not
always yield this information due to gaps and interruptions in the trajectories. Due
to these reasons, HMMs were not shortlisted in this thesis and another approach as
in [Vasquez Govea, 2007] was taken which bears a resemblance to the following
method.
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Ikeda et al., 2013]

[

In [Ikeda et al., 2013], a prediction mechanism was presented enabling a service
robot to navigate around a shopping mall in a socially acceptable manner and to
approach people in order to oer them services. The algorithm is based on the concept
of sub-goals which are points in space people tend to approach frequently.

They

are determined by observations and enriched by a transition model incorporating the
transition probabilities between the sub-goals. In order to predict a currently observed
trajectory, the sequence of already approached sub-goals is determined and the current
velocity is calculated. Both sets of information are combined into the transition model,
similar to Markov chains, which infers the future positions of the observed person.
Using such a transition model is feasible since it only considers probabilistic aspects
and no further assumptions about the system are made except that the future state
is only dependent from the last

n

states (in [Ikeda et al., 2013],

n=6

was chosen,

resulting in a sixth order Markov chain). Unfortunately, there was a strong focus on
person movements which is reected in the sub-goals and their topology. For instance,
if a person approaches the current sub-goal, it is assumed that the person changes
towards the next sub-goal as soon as it is visible. Therefore, explicit knowledge about
the environment is needed in order to calculate the lines of sight. Furthermore, the
algorithm for calculating the sub-goals needs to be provided with a suitable number
of nodes which, in turn, also requires knowledge about the environment.

As men-

tioned in the previous paragraph, the prediction assumes a constant velocity for the
person disregarding inuences of the surroundings like dierent surfaces, slopes, or
narrows.

Thus, only the probabilistic transition model is suited for a versatile pre-

diction framework and dierent methods for the overall prediction algorithm and for
nding a topology need to be chosen.

2.3 Conclusion
The state of the art is currently focusing on long term prediction in specic applications
and is, therefore, using tailored algorithms, which cannot be transferred to dierent
problems without hurdles. This thesis takes this decit and presents a generic algorithm which can be adapted to dierent problems dealing with long term prediction. A
suitable topological model that does not make any assumptions about the state space
will be presented, and a proper probabilistic transition model capable of inferring new
behaviors out of old observations and providing a probability distribution over the
whole state space will also be developed. Both models are described in detail in the
next two chapters.
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Chapter 3
Topological Representation of State
Space
An overview of the state of the art in long term motion prediction and the common
workow in most publications was presented in the previous chapter. Three promising
prediction methods were evaluated concerning their versatility showing some insuciencies for providing a comprehensive long term motion prediction.

A topological

representation of the state space, a probabilistic representation of state transitions,
and an algorithm for processing both representations on-line were identied as the
three main elements of a prediction framework.
This chapter focuses on the rst element: the topological representation of the state
space.

Its characteristics and use are explained in detail in Section 3.1, leading to

a representation based on a graph.

A simple solution for such a graph is given in

Section 3.2 followed by a complex but more suitable method for representing the state
space in Section 3.3. Since it is based on clustering observations, dierent clustering
algorithms are examined and nally a recommendation is given in Section 3.5.

3.1 Topological Graph
The main use of a topological model for a prediction task is to provide a suitable
sampling of the state space.

Since most state spaces are continuous (e.g., the two-

dimensional positions of cars and pedestrians), a discretized representation needs to
be found which enables a computer to process it eciently by only predicting the
system for a few representative states.

Furthermore, the topological model has to

encode and reect all possible transitions of the system. The most evident solution
to a topological model with these properties is a topological graph to be described in
detail in the following paragraphs.
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(a) Rectangular grid

(b) Sixfold neighborhood

Figure 3.1: Example of dierent grid representations. The nodes are depicted as red and
green dots, and the connecting edges are shown as black lines. An unreachable region in state
space (e.g., an obstacle in the Euclidean space) is plotted as a gray rectangle. It is encoded
into the graph by omitting nodes at the corresponding positions. An observed movement
trajectory (shown as a green line) can be encoded as a sequence of nodes (colored green). It
is apparent in both gures that a sixfold neighborhood provides a better representation of the
trajectory in an R2 -space with a lower discretization error.

For the topological graph, only one obvious assumption is made: instead of randomly
alternating between distant states by skipping its intermediate states, the system needs
to change continuously, which is the case in most applications. The dimension of the
state space does not need to be restricted but, for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed
to be a two-dimensional spatial space (e.g., GPS trajectories) for the rest of this thesis.

G = (N, E) consists of nodes N = {ni , i = 1, . . . , N }
E = {ei , i = 1, . . . , E}. Each node ni represents a discrete state ni = (xi , yi ),
edge ei = (a, b) represents a directed connection from node na to nb . An

In general, a topological graph
and edges
and an

observed trajectory can then be represented as a sequence of connected nodes (see
Fig. 3.1).
In several applications, a topological graph can be explicitly designed. For predicting
the next base station of a user in a mobile network, the layout of the graph is straightforward.

The base stations themselves can be encoded as the nodes of the graph,

whereas the edges are placed between neighboring base stations (see Fig. 3.2(a)). In
the example of trac prediction, crossroads and turns can be represented by nodes,
whereas the connecting roads can be represented by edges (one for each direction in
the case of directed edges).

Such an example is shown in Fig. 3.2(b).

If a coarse

spatial resolution is sucient, a similar approach can be applied for predicting the
whereabouts of people in buildings (see Fig. 3.2(c)). But, if more precise information
about the position is required or the state space is enormous, modeling the graph by
hand may prove impractical and an automated method would be more suitable. Automating the process of graph construction also adds to the versatility of the presented
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(b) Road net
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(c) Building

Exemplary two-dimensional topological graphs with the nodes shown as red
dots (or as Wi-Fi-icons in Fig. 3.2(a)) and the transitional edges shown as black arrows. In
all three examples, the graph can be explicitly constructed due to the knowledge of the state
space. It should be noted, that the topology of the graph is strongly related to the problem.
If the task is the prediction of the next base station in a mobile network, a graph similar to
the one shown in Fig. 3.2(a) would be feasible. It might prove inecient for predicting car
movements, whereas the graph in Fig. 3.2(b) is more suitable. By using directed edges, it
is also possible to represent one-way roads. In the case of a person movement prediction in
buildings, the oor plan can be used to construct a graph by hand, like in Fig. 3.2(c).1
Figure 3.2:

prediction framework since no prior knowledge of the state space is required. But, it
should be noted, that a manual design is not prohibited as long as it is feasible for the
problem at hand.

3.2 Grid-based Representation
A basic approach for constructing a topological graph for representing a continuous
space is to discretize it by superimposing a regular grid. Each grid cell is covered by
a node, and edges are created between nodes that share a border. A rectangular grid,
dened by its base length

b, is the simplest approach (see Fig. 3.1(a)).

A sixfold neigh-

borhood grid adds more complexity in order to minimize the error of the trajectories
encoded into the respective topological graph (see Fig. 3.1(b)) and also pays respect
to the neurobiological representation of spatial maps [Hafting et al., 2005].
The benet of such a simple topology is its convenience in construction since the
positions of the nodes and their connecting edges are easily computed. It can also deal
with obstacles (such as walls or buildings) by omitting the nodes at the corresponding
grid cells. Furthermore, the approximation error is guaranteed to be below a certain

1 The map in the background of Fig. 3.2(a) and Fig. 3.2(b) was taken from openstreetmap.org
 c OpenStreetMap contributors
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(a) Big grid with

21

nodes

(b) Small grid with

457

nodes (c) Data driven graph with

16

nodes

A comparison of grid-based graphs with dierent sizes and a topological graph
created by a clustering algorithm. The observed trajectories are shown as green lines, and obstacles are shown as gray rectangles. If the chosen grid is too coarse, the transitions through
the narrow between the obstacles cannot be modeled as can be seen in Fig. 3.3(a). A smaller
grid size can cover the narrow in Fig. 3.3(b) but it overrepresents the regions in which no
observations were made. Placing the nodes at observations while sparing empty spaces (as
in Fig. 3.3(c)) would provide a memory-ecient and even more precise representation of
the state space.

Figure 3.3:

threshold (for example below

√
b/ 2

for a rectangular grid with a base length of

b).

One problem which is accompanied by such a space decomposition is the uniform
distribution of nodes over the whole state space:

densely covered manifolds of the

state are underrepresented with just a few nodes, and sparsely populated areas are
overrepresented by many nodes.

This sacrices precision in regions of interest and

wastes memory in uninformative parts of the state space. By changing the grid size,
one can only mitigate the problem of a precision that is too coarse by increasing the
memory needs at the same time or vice versa (see Fig. 3.3(a) and Fig. 3.3(b)). A more
suitable discretization of the state space would try to approximate the manifold in
which states evolve according to observed data (see Fig. 3.3(c)). Such a topological
graph can be found by clustering algorithms as described in the next sections.

3.3 Cluster-based Representation
As shown in Fig. 3.3(c), a topology which considers the observed states should be
preferred for a topological graph. Manifolds in the state space in which observations
are frequent can be construed as dense regions while regions with only few or no
observations can be regarded as sparse.

In order to pay respect to the information

content, the density of sampling must be proportional to the density in the state space.
Such a sampling can be achieved by clustering algorithms, of which a vast variety can
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be found in literature [Xu et al., 2005]. Almost every algorithm takes a set of points
in combination with specic parameters and returns a set of clusters. Since observed
states also represent points in state space, the observations can be directly used for
input and the resulting cluster-centers can be taken as nodes for the topological graph.
Four promising methods for clustering point sets are now contemplated in the following
subsections. Although they are not restricted to a two-dimensional space, it helps in
grasping the main idea of these methods, if a Euclidean state space (like the positions
of people on a oor plan) is assumed.

3.3.1

K-Means Decomposition

K-means [Lloyd, 1982] is a common algorithm for clustering point clouds.
from the dataset, it only needs one parameter: the number
be found.

n

Aside

of clusters which should

On a given point set the algorithm iterates two steps in order to nd a

suitable partitioning. First, before the iteration starts, the algorithm randomly picks

n

samples from the point set and denes them as the preliminary cluster centers. In

the rst iteration step, it assigns every data point to their nearest cluster based on its
Euclidean distance. In the second step, it recalculates the center of each cluster as the
mean of all assigned data points. Those two steps are repeated until a stop criterion
is met (e.g., a maximum number of iterations) or the cluster centers are stable.
The benets of this algorithm lie in its simplicity and requirement of just one parameter. Unfortunately, those two properties are also its greatest disadvantage. The
number of clusters must be known beforehand, which is only given for a few problems.
Advanced implementations avoiding this parameter are known [Pelleg et al., 2000]
but they do not compensate for the second drawback: it usually nds spherical clusters
instead of paying respect to the density distribution of the point set.

Furthermore,

it is prone to outliers and noise, which often give counterintuitive or even incorrect
results.
Due to these drawbacks, the K-means algorithm is not well suited for generating a
topological graph.

The necessity of knowing the number of clusters threatens the

thesis' intention of providing a versatile prediction algorithm. Instead of assuming a
spherical partition, a clustering algorithm that considers the density distribution of
the given point set should be favored.

3.3.2

DBSCAN Partition

The Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [Ester
et al., 1996] is a widely used clustering algorithm in data mining. The key idea of this
algorithm is that a point in a cluster has to have at least a minimum number
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of neighbors in its neighborhood radius
the concept of density reachability.
point
its

q

if their distance is below

-neighborhood.



.

These points of a cluster can be found by

A point

and if

q

p

is directly density-reachable from

minP ts − 1 neighbors in
from q if a chain of directly

has more than

p is density-reachable
p and q exists. By following

Hence, a point

density-reachable points between

the tree of density-

reachable points from every point of the data set, all of the clusters can then be
calculated.
One reason why the algorithm obtains wide acceptance is that it disregards noise and
outliers due to the restriction introduced by

minP ts.

Furthermore, it is capable of

nding concave and elongated clusters (see Fig. 3.4(a)). It is a well-suited clustering
algorithm to nd objects in point sets (for example cars in radar scans [Kellner
et al., 2012]).
At rst glance, the algorithm might be opportune for generating a topology graph, but
since it puts very elongated point groups into one cluster, it can cover states that are
very dierent from each other (see Fig. 3.4(a)). Furthermore, if two clusters intersect
each other, they are merged into one. Considering that the goal of the topological graph
is to represent the state space, it is counterproductive to encode a long, continuous
series of points into one cluster and, therefore, into one node. Instead, a fragmentation
into equally sized clusters would be more expedient.

3.3.3

Growing Neural Gas

In the elds of neural networking, a once common but outmoded clustering algorithm
is Growing Neural Gas (GNG) [Fritzke et al., 1995]. It can be seen as an extension
to Self-Organizing Map [Kohonen, 1990] and Neural Gas [Martinetz et al., 1991].
Like its predecessors, GNG has a set of nodes which is iteratively modied.

On a

given input signal, the nearest node and its connected neighbors are moved towards
it and, if the signal lies between two unconnected nodes, an edge is placed between
them. Edges of nodes which have not been modied for a certain number of nearby
inputs are deleted and, if a node is no longer connected to another one, it is removed
as well. In order to balance the deletion of nodes, the algorithm also has a mechanism
for adding nodes in areas with a high discretization error resulting in an unsupervised
adaption of the number of nodes.
The GNG algorithm provides all necessary properties for creating a topological graph,
like the ability to adjust the number of nodes and distribution to the density of the
input data or the inherent mechanism for connecting neighboring nodes with edges (see
Fig. 3.4(c)).

Furthermore, its iterative approach enables a life-long learning and an

on-line adjustment to a changing topology. Outliers also pose no serious problem due
to the deletion of unused edges. The fact that GNG needs at least six parameters in
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(a) DBSCAN

(b) Mean-Shift
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(c) Growing Neural Gas

An example of clustering a point set with DBSCAN (Fig. 3.4(a)), Mean-Shift
(Fig. 3.4(b)) and GNG (Fig. 3.4(c)). Points with the same color belong to the same cluster.
DBSCAN is able to separate all point clouds in an intuitive manner as seen in Fig. 3.4(a).
But, in terms of a discrete representation of the state space, such a clustering result is not
suitable. For example, the center of the green cluster (and, therefore, the position which
refers to the region in state space which is covered by the green point cloud) is almost in
the center of the red point cloud and, thus, does not provide a correct representation of
the state space. The Mean-Shift algorithm does not provide a correct result in terms of
clustering since it splits all contiguous point clouds into smaller clusters (the center of each
cluster is shown as a black dot) in Fig. 3.4(b). But, it provides a better partitioning of the
state space since widespread point clouds are split up into a sequence of clusters. GNG is
able to cluster the pointset according to its underlying density distribution as can be seen in
Fig. 3.4(c). The dense pointcloud in the upper right is clustered tightly, whereas the sparse
circular pointset is covered by fewer clusters. Due to the mechanics in the GNG algorithm,
the clusters are already connected by edges. Unfortunately, it is not guaranteed to provide
an extensive and optimal linking (please refer to Section 3.4 for an explanation of 'optimal')
as can be seen a number of times in Fig. 3.4(c) (e.g., in the upper right with one missing
edge in each of the two four-sided structures or the missing edges between the center, middle
and outer point cloud).
Figure 3.4:

order to work properly is its main disadvantage. Since detailed information about the
state space and characteristics of the observations are needed to tune them accurately,
GNG may not be the best choice for generating a topology graph in an unknown
setting.

If the prediction framework presented in this thesis should be tailored to

a specic application and the environment is known in advance, GNG is denitely
a well suited algorithm for modeling the state space but, for the sake of a versatile
prediction framework, another method for generating a topology graph would be more
appropriate.
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Input
1
2
3

G (x)
γ

4

p0i =

x2

//Derivative of Mean-Shift kernel, e.g., G0 (x) = −x · e− 2
//kernel size

0

Algorithm
5
6
7
8

Return
9

//N observations

pi , i = 1, . . . , N

N
P

pi · G0

j=1



pi −pj
γ

d = maxi kpi − p0i k;
pi ← p0i ;
γ
if d > 100
, then
goto 4;

 P

N
/
G0
j=1

pi −pj
γ

;

//move the points along the gradient
//nd the biggest movement
//update the point set
//are there still signicant movements?
//condensed points

pi , i = 1, . . . , N
Figure 3.5:

3.3.4
The



Mean-Shift algorithm

Mean-Shift Clustering

Mean-Shift

clustering

algorithm

was

rst

introduced

in

[Fukunaga

and

Hostetler, 1975] and is based on the idea that each point is a sample of a local

density distribution which is represented by a kernel. It aims to nd the clusters in
the form of local maxima in the overall density distribution by an iterative gradient
ascend. A kernel (usually a Gaussian function) is placed at each point in the dataset,
and the overall density distribution is formed by the sum of all kernels. The points are
then iteratively moved along the gradient, and the density estimation is recalculated.
The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The nal clusters are determined by assigning all of the points that have gathered at
the same position to the same cluster.
This algorithm has the benet of only having one parameter

γ

(see Fig. 3.5) which

determines the width of the kernel function. A wide kernel results in large clusters and
a small kernel provides us with clusters of a smaller extent (see Fig. 3.6). It can be
used to congure the resolution of the resulting graph and, therefore, the resolution of
the nal prediction result.
Furthermore, elongated clusters with a roughly uniform density distribution along
their dilation are split into smaller clusters, which helps in the task to nd a good
approximation of the state space (see Fig. 3.4(b)).
It should be noted that this algorithm does not distribute the clusters onto the state
space according to the density of the observations like GNG, which would give an
optimal sampling of the state space. Nevertheless, it provides us with a representative
discretization (a good example can be seen in Fig. 3.6(c)) with an adjustable resolution
and no need to congure additional parameters.
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(a) Observations
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(b) Small kernel

(c) Medium kernel

(d) Big kernel

Clustering the point set in Fig. 3.6(a) with Mean-Shift and dierent kernel
sizes. The observed points (sampled from GPS trajectories) are colored green, and the
centers of the found clusters are shown as red dots. It is apparent from these gures that
Mean-Shift provides a good coverage of areas with a lot of observations. Another important
property of Mean-Shift can be seen at regions where frequent trajectories cross each other:
due to the higher point density, clusters are placed at these crossings. It improves the quality
of the nal graph by minimizing the mean discretization error and results in a more intuitive
topology.
Figure 3.6:

Fig. 3.6, it does not deal with outliers like DBSCAN and GNG but a similar noise
reduction can be achieved by omitting nodes which were created by only a small
number of observations.
One might argue that K-Means gives similar results and also has only one parameter
to choose.

However, nding a suitable number of clusters is far more crucial than

conguring a proper kernel width. Small changes in the number of clusters often gives
entirely dierent and even incorrect results with K-Means, whereas Mean-Shift provides proper results over a broad range of kernel widths, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Therefore, the Mean-Shift algorithm was chosen to calculate the position of the nodes
the topological graph

G = (N, E).

Now the connecting edges

E

N

of

between neighboring

nodes must be calculated in order to complete the graph.

3.4 Edge Creation
The previously mentioned clustering algorithms (except GNG) only provide a node set
with no connectivity information. Therefore, the edge creation has to be dealt with
separately.
The input data of the clustering algorithm is usually provided in the form of a time
series, which would enable us to use the temporal information for associating every
pair of successive points in the input data to each other. Since the clustering relates
every input point to a cluster (or as in our case to a node), we can use this information to create edges between nodes which are connected by such a pair of associated
input points. The advantage of such a procedure would be the direct incorporation
of observations into the process of creating edges.
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(a) Clustering result

(b) Delaunay triangulation

(c) Voronoi regions

Graph creation on a point set taken from GPS trajectories. The points
are colored green, and the nodes resulting from the Mean-Shift algorithm are shown as red
dots. In order to connect these nodes, a Delaunay triangulation (as shown in Fig. 3.7(b))
is performed. It results in a dual graph to Voronoi parceling, which is shown in Fig. 3.7(c).
The Delaunay triangulation connects nodes whose Voronoi regions share a border. It can be
seen that the graph is able to cover the main trajectories with its nodes and edges.
Figure 3.7:

that outliers and noisy data result in a noisy topological graph. Furthermore, such a
method strongly relies on a set of trajectories or sequential observations, which are not
always given, and the implementation of a versatile prediction framework is thwarted.
Another possible procedure would be to simply connect neighboring nodes to each
other. It provides a valid state space representation since states change continuously
and do not skip intermediate states (which was the only assumption about the system
made in Section 3.1). Therefore, if the state of the system changes, it can only change
from the node representing the current state to one of its neighbors. A suitable algorithm for creating edges in such a manner is the Delaunay triangulation [Delaunay,
1934]. It takes a point set and creates a triangle mesh such that no point is in the
circumscribed circle of any triangle. Several algorithms for calculating the Delaunay
triangulation have been developed [Su and Drysdale, 1995], and the fastest implementation is able to compute the triangulation in

O (n log log n) [Dwyer,

1987]. An

algorithm for performing a triangulation in higher state spaces also exists [Cignoni
et al., 1998].
The Delaunay triangulation corresponds to the dual graph of a Voronoi diagram [Aurenhammer, 1991]. The main property of a Voronoi diagram is that it divides the

space into regions based on a set of points (called sites) in such a way that every point
in a region has the site corresponding to that region as its closest one (see Fig. 3.7(c)).
In our case, these sites are the nodes created by a clustering algorithm and their regions are those states in the state space which get assigned to that node based on
its Euclidean distance. Since the Delaunay triangulation places edges between nodes
which share a border in their Voronoi diagram, it provides the optimal solution for
connecting the nodes (see Fig. 3.7(b)) because it is guaranteed that after mapping a
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continuously changing state onto the graph, it can only change nodes along the connected edges since it can only transit from one region to a neighboring, thus, connected
region.

3.5 Conclusion
The sum and substance of Chapter 3 is that a topological graph

G = (N, E)

can

be created based on a set of observed states (e.g., sequences of GPS positions) by

N = {ni , i = 1, . . . , N } with the Mean-Shift algorithm.
connected with edges E = {ei , i = 1, . . . , E} by applying a

rst determining the nodes
Afterward, they can be

Delaunay triangulation onto these nodes. The resulting graph can be used to encode
states in the continuous space into a discretized representation which pays respect
to observations and their coverage in the state space. The graph can be created with
Mean-Shift by providing observed states and only one parameter

γ

(see Fig. 3.5) which

congures the resolution of the topological graph. Unfortunately, the graph creation
can only be done batch-wise (but that only poses a problem, if the environment is not
static).
If the topology changes or if information about the environment is available to provide
the necessary parameters, Growing Neural Gas is also a suitable method for representing the topology. It has the advantage of placing the nodes according to the underlying
density distribution and enables the implementation of an adaptive, iterative, and lifelong learning.

Although it connects the nodes with edges, they do not provide an

optimal linking as can be seen in Fig. 3.4(c). Therefore, the additional step of reconnecting the nodes as described in Section 3.4 is advised. The performance of GNG is
dependent on six parameters and their adjustment is only feasible if the characteristics
of the state space and the observed trajectories are previously assessable, thus making
GNG the second method of choice.
A topological graph without any additional information can only provide spatial information about the system and encoded representations of spatial observations. In
order to predict trajectories, not only is a suitable representation of the state space
required but conditional probabilities of transitions between states are also vital. The
next chapter shows an elegant way of including these probabilities into the topological
graph.
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Chapter 4
Representation of Transitional
Probabilities of Moving Objects
The last chapter presented a method for creating a topological representation of the
state space based on the Mean-Shift algorithm and a Delaunay triangulation. It provides us with a spatial description of observations better suited for processing than a
simple sequence of states.
Since this thesis claims to provide a comprehensive statement about all possible future occurrences of a given observation, the entire event tree emerging from a current
observation needs to be taken into account. Therefor, the use of a prediction method
similar to wavefront based algorithms [Lengyel et al., 1990] would be appropriate.
The main prediction method will be explained in Chapter 5 but several basic elements
enriching the topological representation with probabilistic information need to be described beforehand.

First, the transitional probability is introduced in Section 4.1

in order to encode observations into the topological map and to enable a calculation
of spatial probabilities. To provide information about the prior route of a ow, the
Markov-tree is presented in Section 4.2. Both elements do not take temporal information into account so transition times between the nodes of the topological graph must
be dealt with separately, as described in Section 4.3.
All three elements can then be used together with the topological graph to predict the
future states of a system by providing the probability
time step

t,

ot (n) for every node n and every

denoting that the system is in the respective state at the respective time

step. The character
of the usual

p

o

was chosen as the variable for this special probability instead

for two main reasons:

rst, to provide a visual delimitation to the

transitional probabilities in intermediate calculations and to emphasize it as the main
result of the prediction framework - the observational probability. The second reason
is due to the initial application of the prediction framework for predicting human
movements at airports, as mentioned in Section 1.2. The goal was to estimate future
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G

D

F

A

B

C

E

I

H

Representing a trajectory (green line) as a sequence of nodes (red dots) by
simply collecting the indices of nodes whose Voronoi regions are traversed by the trajectory.
The sequence can be obtained by determining the nearest node for each data point of the
trajectory. Each time the nearest node (e.g., A) changes to another one (B), the index of the
last node (A) is stored in the sequence. In case of noisy data, the application of a smoothing
algorithm on both the input trajectory and the output sequence can help in improving the
result.
The depicted trajectory would be encoded as A-B-C-D-E-F-G-F-E-H-I.
Figure 4.1:

occurences

of a person of interest or the probability that the person is

certain area; hence, the

ot (n).

occupying

a

It helps in understanding the following chapter to use

the example of predicting the movement of a person on a two-dimensional oor plan
but, as stated several times in the previous chapters, the presented solutions are not
restricted in their application to human motions or movements in spatial state spaces.
They can also be used to predict most other systems as well (see Section 1.2 and 3.1).

4.1 Transitional Probabilities
Since the nodes

N = {ni , i = 1, . . . , N }

of the topological graph represent discretized

regions in the state space, an observed sequence of states

S = {(xi , yi ) , i = 1, . . . , S}

of a continuous trajectory through the state space can be encoded as a sequence of
nodes

NS = {nis , s = 1, . . . , NS } (see Fig. 4.1).

triangulation, it is ensured that every node in

Due to the edge creation by a Delauny

NS

is connected to the successive node

by an edge (as explained in Section 3.4). By representing every trajectory as a sequence
of nodes, statistics of the transitions from one node to another node can be calculated
in a learning phase and updated in the application phase.
In the simplest approach, the statistics for every node
for every neighboring node
the counter

fn,m

to move to node
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nm .

nn

may consist of a counter

Every time a transition from node

fn,m

m to n was observed,

is incremented. After obtaining enough observations, the probability

n

under the condition that node

m

was currently observed can be
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P
p (n|m) ≈ fn,m /fm with fm = n fn,m being
the total number of observed transitions from node m to any other node ([Von Mises,

approximated by the relative frequency

1928]).
Using such an approach for calculating the transition probabilities, the next state only
depends on the current state resulting in a rst order Markov chain [Kemeny and
Snell, 1960].

The prediction using this approach can be conducted by setting the

probability for the node of the last known observation to one and letting it ow through
the graph based on the previously calculated probabilities like a wavefront.
A computationally less demanding method is the application of a Monte Carlo method
(introduced in [Metropolis and Ulam, 1949]) to obtain the probabilities for each

H

node: a set of

hypotheses is placed at the last known node and each hypothesis

traverses the graph by choosing the next node from the current node
respect to

p (n|m).

For each node

n,

a counter

hn

m randomly with

is incremented if it was visited by a

hypothesis at least once. The nal probability for each node can then be approximated
by the relative frequency which is obtained by just dividing its counter with the total
number of hypotheses

o (n) ≈ hn /H .

Using a rst order Markov chain provides an easy approach since no information
about the previous path needs to be stored. For example, if a person is walking along
a corridor and reaches a crossing, it is only important to know its current node in
the topological graph in order to estimate the subsequent node.

Clearly, the lack

of memory is also a severe downside to this approach since it yields more imprecise
results than the consideration of the previous path the person has taken. For example,
if half of the observed persons at a crossing have taken the route to the exit, one
quarter has taken the turn to the escalator, and the remaining quarter has taken
the route to the staircase, the same distribution would be the result of the motion
prediction for every person approaching this crossing. Even if the person was coming
from the exit, the rst order Markov approach would estimate that the person will
go back to the exit with a probability of

50%.

If the transitional probability also

pays respect to the previous node, a second order Markov chain is utilized. The rst

p (n|m) becomes p (n|m, l) ≈ fn,m,l /fm,l with l being the index of the
previous to m. If a rst order Markov chain is depicted as knowing the

order probability
node observed

current position, the second order Markov chain can be seen as knowing the current
position and momentum.
In the previous example, only observations coming from the exit to the crossing would
be used for the calculation and the probabilities for the escalator and staircase presumably would be higher than the probability that the person reverts to the exit.
Following this thought leads to using the complete previous sequence of visited nodes

c = {c1 , . . . , cj }

as the condition for the transitional probabilities

nately, the combinations for
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Input
1
2
3

//Observed sequence from current node m to node n
//Length of observed node sequence up to node m
//Root vertex of Markov-tree Mm for node m

c = {n, m, c1 , . . . , ck−1 }
k
vm

Algorithm
4
5

//Set vertex for recursion
//Initialize level for recursion
recursion

vx = v m ;
l = 0;

Label 1:
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

increment counter fn of vertex vx ;
if l >= (k − 1), then
terminate;
find child vc of vx with index cl+1 ;
if no child found, then
create child vc with index cl+1 ;
set vx to vc ;
increment l;
goto Label 1;
Figure 4.2:

Updating the Markov-tree on a given observation

are innite if no restrictions to its length are given. But, even if the length is restricted
to a number

l

(resulting in an

l-th

order Markov chain), the complexity may be too

high to provide accurate estimations for the transitional probabilities with a given set
of observations. For instance, if

c

is restricted to the last ten nodes and every node
10
has four neighbors, at least four million (4 · 4 ) observations are needed for every
node to cover each possible condition for each transition at least once. But, in order
to estimate transitional probabilities, more than one sample is needed for each condition.

It becomes clear that a Markov chain of a high order requires an enormous

database and a Markov chain of a low order may waste useful information. A solution
which provides a dynamic trade-o between available information and accuracy will
be presented in the next section.

4.2 Markov-Tree
As stated in the previous section, the order of the Markov chain should be chosen
neither too high, nor too low. It would also be a waste of memory if, for example, a

10-th

order Markov chain is assumed and the necessary counters are stored for each

node but no observation has covered more than

5

nodes. The Markov-tree, a novel

method using a tree-like data structure to store observations and to calculate the
transitional probabilities for the nodes, was developed for this thesis in order to deal
with such problems.
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A
fX = 2
fY = 1
fB = 1

X
A

B
fX = 2
fY = 1
fB = 0
C
fX = 1
fY = 1
fB = 0

B

E

Y

C

B
fX = 0
fY = 1
fB = 0

A

Y
fX = 0
fY = 0
fB = 1
E
fX = 1
fY = 0
fB = 0

D
fX = 1
fY = 0
fB = 0

A
fX = 2
fY = 2
fB = 1

X
B
fX = 2
fY = 2
fB = 0
C
fX = 1
fY = 2
fB = 0

B

D
fX = 1
fY = 0
fB = 0

E

D

C

B
fX = 0
fY = 1
fB = 0

D

(a) Previous observations

Y
fX = 0
fY = 0
fB = 1
E
fX = 1
fY = 0
fB = 0

D
fX = 1
fY = 1
fB = 0

D
fX = 1
fY = 0
fB = 0

E
fX = 0
fY = 1
fB = 0

(b) New observation

Illustration of a Markov-tree for an exemplary graph and observations. The
seven nodes of the topological graph are shown as red circles with black edges between them,
and observed trajectories are depicted as blue lines with an arrow representing their direction.
The Markov-tree of node A is shown in (a) after enriching it with four observations with
the algorithm in Fig. 4.2. The vertices of the Markov-tree are depicted as green circles and
connected by brown lines. They are labeled with their index as a black capital letter (e.g.,
the root vertex has the index A since it represents the Markov-tree for node A) and their
individual counter fX , fY , and fB for the number of observed transitions to the neighboring
nodes X, Y, and B in white. In (b), a fth observation (the single blue path going from node
E to D, C, B, A, and nally Y) is inserted into the tree of node A. The descent through
the tree and changes in the counter variables (i.e., fY since the observed trajectory headed
to node Y after visiting node A) are highlighted in red. The algorithm for updating the
Markov-tree with new observations is described in Section 4.2 and Fig. 4.2 in more detail.

Figure 4.3:

The basic idea of the Markov-tree is that every possible sequence of previously visited
nodes (i.e., the reachability) can be encoded into a tree structure. The Markov-tree

Mm consists of vertices which correspond to nodes of the topological graph according to
their index cl . Each vertex of the tree branches into vertices representing the neighbors
of the node to which it corresponds. The root vertex of the tree of a node m has the
index cl = m. On the example of the graph in Fig. 4.3, node m = A can only be
directly reached from node B, Y and X. Thus, its Markov-tree has the root vertex
with index A which branches into the vertices B, Y, and X. These branches are also
ramifying to the neighbors of their corresponding nodes (e.g., A, C, and E for the
vertex of node B or just A for the vertex of node Y). Each vertex of the Markov-tree of

m does not only contain the index cl of its corresponding node but also a counter
fn for every direct neighbor n of node m. As depicted as pseudocode in Fig. 4.2,
information of a given observation c = {n, m, c1 , . . . , ck−1 } can be encoded into the
Markov-tree of node m by incrementing the counter fn of all touched vertices while

node

descending into the tree by matching the indices to the visited nodes: starting at the
root vertex

m,
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continuing to the next vertex

c1 ,

and ending after

k−1

branches in
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the vertex with the label

ck−1 .

Using the example in Fig. 4.3(b), the observation went

from node A to node Y after passing the nodes B, C, D, and E. Thus, the Markov-tree
of node A gets traversed along the vertices of node A, B, C, D, and nally E with
the counter

fY

incremented by one on every vertex to incorporate the information

that the observation headed towards node Y, after visiting the current node A. In
order to save memory, the branches of an initially empty Markov-tree are only created
if a corresponding observation is made.

It is unfeasible to initialize the tree to its

full extend since it might be of innite size if the topological graph contains loops.
Furthermore, vertices with all counter

fn

set to zero and their branches do not add

any useful information to the tree.
By learning the Markov-trees of all nodes of the topological graph, it becomes
easy to estimate the transitional probabilities for an arbitrary observation

{n, m, c1 , . . . , cj }

arriving at a node

m

c =

following the algorithm as shown in Fig. 4.4 as

pseudocode. The tree is traversed, starting at the root vertex, by descending into the

c2 , and so on until
either no further branch is available or the vertex for the last index cj is reached. Once
the nal vertex in the tree Mm is ascertained, its counters fi can be used to estimate
the transitional probability from node m to every neighboring node n as the relative
P
frequency fn /
i fi .
branch with the index

c1 ,

followed by the vertex with the index

A good assessment for the quality of the probability estimation is given by Chebyshev's
inequality [Chebyshev, 1867], shown in Eq. 4.1.


P


fn
1
P
−p < ≥1−
4s2
i fi

(4.1)

P , that the relative frequency
fn / i fi is within the margin  around the expectation p, is bigger than the right hand
side of Eq. 4.1. If for example s = 100 observations contributed to the current vertex
For a random experiment, it states that probability

P

of the Markov-tree of a node, we can assume that the estimation of the transitional
probability is within a margin of
1 − 1/ (4 · 100 · 0.12 )).

 = 10% with a probability greater than 75% (0.75 =
s of samples needed
an error margin of 

Eq. 4.1 can be rewritten as Eq. 4.2 to provide the minimal number
to be sure that the estimated transitional probability is within
with the probability

s≥

P.

1
4 (1 − P ) 2

(4.2)

Since the leaf vertices of a Markov-tree tend to represent only a few samples, Eq. 4.2
can be used to dene a further stop criterion for traversing the tree based on a current
observation (see line 13 to 15 in Fig. 4.4).
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Input
1
2
3
4
5

c = {m, c1 , . . . , ck−1 }
k
vm
n
s

Algorithm
6
7
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//Observed sequence to current node m
//Length of observed node sequence up to node m
//Root vertex of Markov-tree for node m
//Target node for which the transitional prob. should be calculated
//Minimal desired number of samples according to Eq. 4.2
//Set vertex for recursion
//Initialize level for recursion
recursion

vx = vm ;
l = 0;

Label 1:
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Return
19

if l >= (k − 1), then
return;
find child vc of vx with index cl+1 ;
if no child found, then
return;
P
set a to the sum
i fi of all counter of vc ;
if a < s, then
return;
set vx to vc ;
increment l;
goto Label 1;

p (n|c) = fn /

P

i

fi using the counter of vertex vx

Figure 4.4:

chosen (e.g.,

s = 100

Calculating the transitional probability on a given observation

75% security to be within a 10% margin of
and s = 1000 gives a 97.5% security), the last vertex
P
(i.e.,
i fi ≥ s) is used to estimate the transitional

would provide a

the real transitional probability
which provides enough samples
probability as stated above.

Using an individual Markov-tree for every node of the topological graph provides an
easy and adaptive mechanism for encoding observations and calculating transitional
probabilities. Its accuracy can be assessed with Eq. 4.1 and, in order to improve the accuracy, the Markov-tree enables an on-line updating to incorporate new observations.
In Chapter 4, it was claimed that the prediction framework will provide the probability distribution

ot (n)

of the system for every node

n

and every time step

t.

With

the topological graph and the transitional probabilities, it is possible to provide the
probability distribution for every node but without temporal information. In order to
incorporate the time domain into the prediction result, the transitional time between
every node needs to be taken into account, too.

The following section will present

two possible methods of extending the Markov-trees with the temporal information of
observations.
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𝜏mn
om

t

m

t

on

n

t

The temporal distribution τ is used to compute the observational probability
on for node n, based on the probability om of node m. In the depicted example, the person
was directly observed at node m and, thus, the corresponding observational probability is a
single peak at the respective point in time. In combination with the given distribution of the
transitional time, an observational probability at node n can be computed. It is apparent
that it has a shape similar to the transitional time but with an oset. As will be explained
in Chapter 5, it results from the convolution of om and τ .
Figure 4.5:

4.3 Representation of Time
Until now, only spatial information was used to construct the prediction framework.
But, in order to predict when a system might be in a specic state, when a person
may be observed at a certain location, or where a car can be found at a specic time
in the future, the temporal information of previous observations needs to be taken into
account.

In the process of computing the sequence of visited nodes of an observation, as described in Section 4.1, the transitional time between each pair of nodes can also be

NS = {nis , s = 1, . . . , NS } becomes a sequence
of tuples NS = {(nis , ts ) , s = 1, . . . , NS } with ts being the transitional time from node
nis to nis+1 . While learning the transitional probabilities for every node m by updating its Markov-tree Mm as explained in the previous section, the transitional time also
needs to be stored in the respective vertices of the tree. Similar to the counter fn of a
extracted easily. The sequence of nodes

vertex, additional data is stored in each vertex. It contains the temporal information

τt (n|m) resembling a probability distribution over time, giving for each transitional
time t a probability τ that such duration is needed to get from node m to node n
(see Fig. 4.5). Two options for representing the temporal distribution are described in
detail in the following sections.
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𝝉

𝝉

t

t

(a) Original distribution

t

(b) Histogram-based

(c) Kernel-based

Two methods for representing a temporal distribution, as shown in (a). The
non-parametric approximation depicted in (b) has an inherent discretization error, which
can only be countered by using bins with a smaller width. In the shown example, 22 values
(bin width and 21 bins, starting from t = 0) need to be stored in order to represent the
underlying distribution. The non-parametric distribution can easily be computed by counting
observations. By approximating the distribution with a sum of Gaussian kernels as shown
in (c), a smaller error can be achieved and only 12 values need to be stored (four times the
mean, variance and height). Unfortunately, the computation of these parameters are more
complex.
Figure 4.6:

4.3.1

Non-Parametric Kernel-based Distribution

A simple method to represent a temporal distribution on a computer is to discretize
the time scale into a data array with bins of a xed width

w

and map the probabilities

onto these bins (see Fig. 4.6(b)) like a histogram. Each bin

τ̂i (n|m)

with

i = bt/wc

represents a counter for the occurrences of the respective transitional time (or time
interval to be precise) and the probability for a given time
relative frequency

τt (n|m) ≈ τ̂bt/wc (n|m) /

P

i τ̂i

(n|m).

t

can be computed as the

Since observations are usually

obtained by sampling with a xed frequency and therefore discretized in time, it is
advisable to set the bin width to the sampling rate (or to a multitude for cases with

s of observed samples of the
m and n can directly be used as the index for
i = s in the data array. For each new observation,

an extremely high sampling rate). This way, the number
current observation between the nodes
determining the corresponding bin

the transitional time distribution is updated by simply incrementing the corresponding
bin, enabling a computationally inexpensive and lifelong learning.
In the case of only a few available observations and long transitional durations, the
data array may be sparse.

If, for example, a bin width of

only two observations with

t = 9.2s

of

1, 000

and

t = 999.8s

w = 1s

was chosen and

are stored in the array, a total

bins are needed and only two have a value bigger than zero. It also implies

t = 9.0s and t = 10.0s (the time interval the tenth
of 50%, whereas a transitional time of t = 10.1s is

that the transitional time between
bin represents) has a probability

never expected to occur. That would be a rather bold assumption considering that
only a small number of samples were used to estimate the distribution. This problem
can be mitigated by not incrementing the value of the respective bin but to diuse the
observation according to a kernel function. This procedure resembles a non-parametric
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Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [Silverman, 1986]. One popular option for a kernel
is the Gaussian function but the binomial distribution (shown in Eq. 4.3 with
the kernel width and

r

k

being

the index of the center bin of the kernel) is better suited for a

discretized representation.


∆τ̂r−k+i =


2k
· 0.52k
i

i = 0, · · · , 2k

(4.3)

Since the binomial coecient is expensive in calculation, the iterative version in Eq. 4.4
should be favored.

∆τ̂r−k = 0.52k

as initialization

∆τ̂r−k+i = ∆τ̂r−k+i−1 ·

2k − i + 1
i

The choice of the kernel width

k

(4.4)

i = 1, · · · , 2k

depends on the underlying distribution.

If it is

chosen too wide, a multimodal distribution may only be represented as unimodal. If
it is chosen too narrow and only a few observations are available, the data array will
be sparse. In order to avoid a manual choice, a suitable width can be estimated based
on a set of observations. According to Silverman's rule of thumb [Silverman, 1986],
the optimal kernel width

kg

for a Gaussian kernel is

  15
1
1
4
σs s− 5 ≈ 1.06 · σs s− 5 .
kg =
3

(4.5)

σs being the standard deviation of the samples and s the total number of samples.
Since the width kg of a Gaussian kernel is dened as its standard deviation σg and
the binomial distribution converges to the normal distribution for large widths k with
kg = σg = 0.25 · k · w and mean µ = 0.5 · k , we can use Eq. 4.5 to calculate the optimal
width k of the binomial kernel with Eq. 4.6.

 

kg
4.24 · σs
k = α·4·
= α· √
(4.6)
5
w
s·w
with

The parameter

α

can be used to stretch or compress the kernel in case of additional

knowledge about the transitional time (e.g., if it is almost constant,
to zero) but a value of

α=1

α

can be set close

has proven to be convenient.

After learning the distribution with the initial set of observations and the above mentioned binomial kernel, it can be iteratively improved with new observations.

4.3.2

Parametric Kernel-based Distribution

A similar approach to the non-parametric Kernel Density Estimation, as explained in
Section 4.3.1, is to approximate the underlying distribution with a set of functions
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in their parametric form. Extensive research was conducted in the elds of computer
vision where a parametric representation of a color distribution is often needed for
background subtraction [Piccardi, 2004].

In order to decide if a pixel belongs to

background or foreground, its color and intensity is compared to a previously learned
color distribution of the background. Dierent lighting situations, shadows, and reections usually result in distributions with more than one mode, which need to be
reproduced adequately by the approximation. Non-parametric representations (e.g.,
multidimensional histograms) are not feasible since a distribution needs to be learned
and stored for each pixel resulting in extensive memory requirements. Several dierent
methods for solving the background subtraction with a parametric representation exist
like Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [Zivkovic, 2004] and Kernel Density Approximation (KDA) [Han et al., 2004]. GMM usually uses a xed number of Gaussians or
needs a sensitive adjustment of parameters, whereas KDA is able to cope with more
complex distributions and adjusts the number of kernels dynamically.
The method presented in [Han et al., 2004] takes an initial set of samples and applies
a variable bandwidth Mean-Shift algorithm [Comaniciu et al., 2001] to nd the main
modes of the underlying distribution. At each mode, a Gaussian kernel is placed and
its covariance is computed by curvature tting using the Hessian matrix at that mode.
Afterwards, new observations are used to sequentially update the set of kernels on-line
by applying the variable bandwidth Mean-Shift to them plus an additional Gaussian
kernel representing the new observation. If multiple Gaussians are distributing to the
same mode, they are merged into one kernel and the covariance is recomputed.

As

stated in [Han et al., 2004], KDA is robust in nding the modes of the distribution
with only few memory requirements but it yields a higher approximation error than
the non-parametric Kernel Density Estimation.

4.3.3

Discussion

The main advantage of representing a temporal distribution with a parametric method
(like GMM or KDA) over a non-parametric method (like KDE) lies in its modest
memory requirements (see Fig. 4.6). Despite the extensive computations needed while
learning the distribution, GMM and KDA enable a faster prediction since the prediction framework relies on multiple convolutions of temporal distributions (as will
be explained in Chapter 5), which are much faster to compute on two small sets of
Gaussian functions than on two long data arrays. But, since the main memory and
the computing power of nowadays personal computers (as of 2015) are more than sucient for processing the non-parametric representation even for large-scale state spaces
(e.g., the Beijing scenario in Chapter 6), the non-parametric KDE is recommended for
representing the temporal probability distribution
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2004] and implied in [Piccardi, 2004], GMM and KDA follow the assumption that
the underlying distribution consists of well-separated Gaussians. Therefore, they are
tuned to accurately model the main modes of the distribution while paying less attention to minimizing the overall approximation error, which is reasonable for background
subtraction or object tracking. But, unfortunately, such an assumption may not be
true for a distribution of transitional times. Additionally, they may resemble functions
2
which are not easily approximated by Gaussians, such as uniform, χ , or more complex
distributions.

τt (n|m) denoting that the distribution
m and the target node n, disregarding any

The transitional time distribution was stated as
is only dependent on the current node
history.

It would assign one distribution to every edge.

But, following the same

reasoning as in Section 4.1, it is advantageous to account for all the previously visited
nodes

c, resulting in τt (n|c).

It enables concepts like momentum, which makes the the

transitional time (or speed) dependent on the previously taken path. For example, a
car at a crossing will most likely need less time to drive across it than to take a turn
left for which it needs to decelerate rst. Also, inuences of trac lights or preference
roads can be taken into account intrinsically. The distribution for every variant of

c

can be stored into the respective Markov-tree using the same storing and updating
mechanisms of the transitional probabilities

p (n|c).

But in case of limited memory, it is advisable to restrict the transitional time distri-

τt (n|c) for each pair of nodes to a l-th order Markov chain (e.g., with l = 2) by
only taking the last l observed nodes c = {c1 , . . . , cl } into account. This would result
in a Markov-tree having a distribution only stored in the vertices up to a level of l − 1

bution

instead of every vertex. Only if the memory requirements are still too high, KDA may
provide a reasonable alternative to the non-parametric representation of a temporal
distribution as the last resort.

4.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented a novel procedure to enrich a topological graph with transitional probabilities and temporal information. The transitional probabilities for each
node are extracted from observations by storing the relative frequencies of transitions
to neighboring nodes into structures specially designed for this task and introduced as
Markov-trees. They enable a lifelong learning and account for the complete history of
every observation with very few memory requirements. Since the transitional probabilities are estimates based on a nite number of observations, a method to assess and
tune the condence of the estimation based on Chebyshev's inequality was introduced.
For instance, if a high condence is desired, more observations with a shorter history
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are used for calculation resulting in a more diuse prediction result. If a small condence is allowed, the few observations with a longer history are used and a spatially
more distinct but statistically less certain result can be given.
In order to provide temporal information, the Markov-trees are extended by transitional time distributions for each pair of nodes. A non-parametric representation of
the distribution, similar to KDE, was presented and compared to parametric representations like GMM and KDA. The non-parametric version is recommended because
it does not make any assumptions about the underlying distribution and no parameters need to be tuned by hand. After an initial learning phase, the parameters can
be updated iteratively with new observations. In order to save memory, the calculation of transitional time distributions can be limited to the topmost vertices of the
Markov-tree by only accounting for the last few nodes of observed trajectories.
A representation of the state space was introduced in Chapter 3, and a method for
calculating the probabilities of transitions between states was dened in Section 4.1.
The time needed to transit from one state to another can be estimated, as explained
in Section 4.3 and all of this information can be easily stored and accessed by using
Markov-trees, as introduced in Section 4.2.

The following chapter will present the

main prediction framework, which processes all of the transitional probabilities and
transitional time distributions to provide a spatio-temporal probability distribution
for a given observation.
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Chapter 5
Prediction Framework
Three main concepts were presented in Chapters 1 through 4. First, the state space
is discretized with a graph

G = (N, E)

in order to represent it adequately for further

processing. Observed trajectories were then used to enhance the graph with conditional
transitional probabilities

p (n|c)

between each ordered pair of connected nodes

encoding the spatial information of observations.

(n, c1 ),

Furthermore, the same observed

τt (n|c), which
are linked to the respective transitional probabilities by their condition c. Whereas
the transitional probability states the likeliness of a transition to node n under the
condition c, the transitional time distribution describes the time needed for such a

trajectories contribute to conditional transitional time distributions

transit.
This chapter will present an algorithm for processing the learned transitional probabilities and transitional time distributions into a spatio-temporal probability distribution
for a given observation of an object. For every state represented by the topological
graph and for each time step, it provides the probability for observing the object at
that specic spatio-temporal point.
First, the motivation and central idea of the prediction algorithm will be presented
in Section 5.1. Its formal denition for a continuous timescale will be given in Section 5.1.1 followed by a practical implementation in Section 5.1.2.

The most time

consuming part of the algorithm is the computation of multiple convolutions. In order
to circumvent this complex operation, an alternative and much faster implementation
using the frequency domain instead of the time domain is described in Section 5.1.3. A
more eective implementation, using an iterative approach on a discretized timescale,
is presented in Section 5.1.4. The proposed procedure to incorporate new data into
the topological and probabilistic model is given in Section 5.2.
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Example showing the ow of the occupancies on a simple graph. In (a),
the involved parameters and the initial state are depicted with a person observed at node
n. In (b) to (f), the ow along the edges is shown in red and the bins contributing to
them are colored blue, green, and orange according to the individual fractions involved in
the current time step (i.e., the ow caused by a τ colored blue involves occupancies which
are also colored blue). The occupancies o at time step t are resulting from the previous
occupancies at time step t − 1 plus the the inow minus the outow along the edges. A more
detailed description is given in Section 5.1, and the method used for calculating the ows is
presented in Section 5.1.4

Figure 5.1:

5.1 Probabilistic Flow
Inspired by several path planning algorithms (like Dijkstra's algorithm [Dijkstra,
1959], A* [Hart et al., 1968], D* [Stentz, 1994], E* [Philippsen, 2004] and many
more [LaValle, 2006]), the prediction algorithm was developed based on the idea of
spreading an initial belief from one node throughout the entire graph like a wavefront.
The basic concept in its iterative approach is depicted with an example in Fig. 5.1.
The last observation of the person was made at node
to observe the person (or the occupancy)

o (n)

n

and, therefore, the probability

at node

n

for time step

t=0

is one.

This occupancy is now spilling into neighboring nodes with a dispersal relative to the
transitional probabilities

τ.

p

and a speed according to the transitional time distribution

In other words, the transitional probability determines how much of the occupancy

gets distributed to each neighboring node, whereas the time distribution denes how
this proportion is spread across the time scale.
In order to enable the distribution of occupancies across the graph, a new concept
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the probabilistic ow

ft (n|c).

The ow traverses the graph,

diverges at nodes, and gets delayed at edges. It can be described as the derivative of
the occupancy which is raised by an inow and decreased by an outow over time.
Thus, the in- and outows are always positive.

Another viewpoint is to regard the

ow as a means to transport the occupancy from one node to another.

Since the

transitional probabilities are dependent on the sequence of previously visited nodes

c,

the origins of each fraction of a ow need to be known, also.

Fig. 5.1, the person was observed at node

n

with no prior route

ft=0 (n) = 1 at node n which in turn results
fractions (f (a|n) and f (b|n)) of the inow now

In the example of

c.

It results in an

ot=0 (n) = 1.
Two
disperse to node a and b with a
proportion according to the transitional probabilities p (a|n) = 0.2 and p (b|n) = 0.8
and with a delay according to τ (a|n) and τ (b|n). Those two fractions are outows of
node n and become inows to node a and b, at which they are once again dispersed
inow of

in an occupancy of

in the same fashion. The occupancies at each node result from integrating over the
dierence of their in- and outows.
The next sections give formal denitions of this procedure under dierent aspects of
their implementation.

An overview of the variables used in this chapter is given in

Table 5.1. Only the following section slightly deviates from these denitions by using

f (n|c) (t), o (n) (t), and τ (n|c) (t) in contrast to the discretized
ft (n|c), ot (n), and τt (n|c), as used in the table.

continuous timescales
formalization

Table 5.1:

Denitions

Symbol Description
n, m
Indices of nodes
t
c

time t = 0, . . . , tmax
visited nodes (condition, chain) c = {c1 , . . . , cj }

Discrete point in
Sequence of

as the rst and

ot (n)
ft (n|c)
p (n|c)
τt (n|c)

c1

cj

as the most recently visited node

Occupancy or observational probability at n for time t
Flow from c to n at time t
Transitional probability from c to node n
Transitional time distribution from c to n; denes the
that a transit is going to happen at time

5.1.1

with

probability

t

Continuous Timescale

f (n) (t) describes the rate at which the observational probability
o (n) (t) at node n changes over time t. Since a ow into one node can

The probabilistic ow
(or occupancy)
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originate from multiple nodes along dierent paths

c,

the inow

fin (n) (t)

at node

n

results from the sum of all these ows according to Eq. 5.1.

X

fin (n) (t) =

f (n|c) (t)

(5.1)

c

fout (n) (t) of a node n is the sum of all the inows of its neighbors

Similarly, the outow

m

with

n

as the last node in the sequence of visited nodes, as shown in Eq. 5.2.

fout (n) (t) =

XX
m

f (m| {n, c}) (t)

(5.2)

c

o (n) (t) of a node n at time t can then be regarded as the residual of
until time t which did not yet leave the node via the outow. Thus, it is

The occupancy
the inow

the integral over the dierence of the inow and outow:

Z

t

fin (n) (x) − fout (n) (x) dx

o (n) (t) =
0

=

Z tX
0

f (n|c) (x) −

XX

c

m

As previously mentioned, each inow

f (m| {n, c}) (x) dx

(5.3)

c

f (n|c) (t)

at node

which in turn cause inows at the neighboring nodes

m.

f (n|c) (t), which gets routed towards
probability p (m| {n, c}) (see Section 4.1)

n

results in several outows,

The fraction

m,

fˆ (m| {n, c}) (t)

of the inow

node

is determined by the

transitional

according to Equation 5.4.

fˆ (m| {n, c}) (t) = f (n|c) (t) · p (m| {n, c})
This fraction also gets delayed towards node
distribution

τ (m| {n, c}) (td ).

m

(5.4)
according to the transitional time

As explained in Section 4.3, the time distribution rep-

resents the probability for each point in time

td ,

that this time is needed to transit

n to m. The time distribution for time td determines how much of the ow
ˆ
f (m| {n, c}) (t) arrives at node m at time t + td . To examine it from the viewpoint
of node m, its inow at time t is the sum of the partial ow fˆ (m| {n, c}) (t − td )
multiplied by τ (m| {n, c}) (td ) for every td , as shown in Eq. 5.5.
from node

Z
f (m| {n, c}) (t) =
0
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Since the integral resembles a convolution of

p

fˆ and τ

and the transitional probability

is a constant factor, Equation 5.4 and 5.5 can be rewritten as Eq. 5.6.

f (m| {n, c}) (t) = p (m| {n, c}) · (τ (m| {n, c}) ∗ f (n|c)) (t)

(5.6)

It helps in understanding the prediction method to not interpret Eq. 5.6 in the usual
way that a ow

f (m| {n, c})

is

dependent

able interpretation would be that an inow

f (m| {n, c})

to its neighboring nodes

on another ow

f (n|c)

to node

f (n|c).
n creates

A more suitnew outows

m.

Using these equations, an observed movement can now be predicted by inducing an
initial inow of one for time

t=0

at the node of the last observation and calculating

every ow according to Eq. 5.6. After obtaining all ows, the occupancies can nally
be calculated according to Eq. 5.3.

5.1.2

Approximative Solution

Although the denition of the prediction algorithm according to Eq. 5.3 and 5.6 suciently describes the necessary computations of the main prediction algorithm, there
is a severe drawback in its implementation: a ow may be dependent on itself. On
an acyclic directed graph (like in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2(a)), the ow of each node can be
computed sequentially starting from the node of the last observation, followed by its
neighbors, then by their neighbors, and so on. But, as soon as the graph contains a
circle or an anti-parallel edge, the inow of a node can recursively depend on its own
outow (as shown in Fig. 5.2(b)).
Typically, the condition

c = {c1 , . . . , ci }

of a ow

f (n|c)

grows while traversing

through the graph since it always gets extended by the last visited node (c1 in the
current example). Since the ow passes through the node

p (m| {n, c})

and a time distribution

τ (m| {n, c})

n,

a transitional probability

with a matching condition

c

needs

to be provided by the nodes Markov-tree in order to calculate the resulting outgoing ows. But, unfortunately, the Markov-tree is only able to provide entries with a
matching condition if it was observed in the learning phase. If no match is found, the
only solution to the problem is to truncate the condition

c

of the ow until a corre-

sponding transitional probability and a time distribution is available. It would also
be disadvantageous not to reduce the condition since the following nodes

m

will not

use any of this additional information: if there were any observations with a sequence
of nodes which would result in a Markov-tree of node

m

with an entry fully matching

the condition

{c1 , . . . , ci },

c1 due to the
{c2 , . . . , ci }.

fact that the observations causing such an entry contains the sequence
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n

𝜏 (b|n)

p(b|n)
p(a|n)

fin(b) =

𝜏 (a|n)

a

p(b|a)

b

𝜏 (b|a)

(fin(n) * 𝜏(a|n). p(a|n))* 𝜏(b|a). p(b|a)
+ fin(n) * 𝜏(b|n). p(b|n)
(a) Acyclic graph

𝜏 (n|b)
n

p(a|n) = 1

𝜏 (a|n)

a

p(b|a) = 1

p(n|b) = 1

𝜏 (b|a)

b

fin(b) = fin(n)*𝜏(a|n)*𝜏 (b|a)
+ fin(n) *𝜏(a|n)*𝜏(b|a)*𝜏(n|b)*𝜏 (a|n)*𝜏 (b|a)
+ fin(n) *𝜏(a|n)*𝜏(b|a)*𝜏(n|b)*𝜏 (a|n)*𝜏 (b|a)*𝜏 (n|b)*𝜏(a|n)*𝜏 (b|a)
+…
(b) Cyclic graph

Computation of an inow at one node of an acyclic graph (a) and a cyclic
graph (b). As can be seen in (a), the inow of node b can easily be expressed as a formula.
The inuence of each edge is highlighted with its corresponding color. The inow of node n
is divided into two outows with the ratio of p (a|n) and p (b|n). Each outow becomes the
inow to node a and b respectively by convolving them with the corresponding transitional
time distributions τ (a|n) and τ (b|n). The inow to node a passes through to node b by
again convolving it with τ (b|a). So, the inow of node b nally results from a one-time
convolution plus a twofold convolution of the inow to node n. If a graph has a loop as in
(b), an innite recursion occurs. The inow of node b is dependent on the inow of node
n, which in turn is dependent on the inow of node b. The result is an innite sum with
innite convolutions, which is obviously unfeasible to compute.
Figure 5.2:

f (m|c) may pass through the graph and arrive at
the same node again as an altered version f˜ (m|c) but with the same condition c. The
same alteration is now applied to f˜ (m|c) resulting in another inow at the same node
As a result of the truncation, a ow

with the same condition. The consequence is an innite loop of sequentially dependent
inows, which thwarts an eective computation.
Fortunately, the only assumption about the system made in Section 3.1 demands that
the system changes continuously and does not skip intermediate states. It implies that
the system needs a certain time to transit from one node to another one; hence, the
soonest a neighboring node can be reached is the next time step. This fact enables an
approximative computation of the ows since if the ow computed up to the current
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Input
1
2
3
4

//Initial inow caused by the observation
//Max time horizon for prediction
//All learned transitional probabilities
//All learned transitional time distributions

f t=0 (n|c)
l
p (n|c)
τ (n|c)

Algorithm 
5

//Initialize set of all known ows
Approximation
//Iterate through time horizon
//Create temporary set of ows
//Iterate through all known ows
//Iterate through all neighboring nodes

F = f t=0 (n|c) ;

Label 1:
6
7
8
9
10
11

for t =1, . . . , l;
E = f t=0 (n|c) ;
for every f (n|c) in F;
for every neighbor m of n;
truncate c until a p (m| {n, c}) and τ (m| {n, c}) is available;
fˆ (m| {n, c}) = p (m| {n, c}) · τ (m| {n, c}) ∗ f (n|c);
//Calculate new ows based

12
13

add fˆ (m| {n, c}) to E;
//Update temporary ow set
set F to E;
//Set current set of known ows to newly calculated ows

//on previous approximation

Label 2:
14
15

for t = 1, . . . , l;
Pt
P
P P
ot (n) = x=0 ( c fx (n|c) − m c fx (m| {n, c}));

Return
16

ot (n) ,

t = 1, . . . , l,

Calculate result
//Iterate through time horizon
//Calculate observational
//probabilities
//Observational probabilities
//for all nodes

n = 0, . . . , N

Figure 5.3:

Approximative prediction method

time step is considered to be correct, it can only have an inuence on itself for the
future time steps. The best approach is to change the calculation of the ows from a
spatial perspective to a temporal viewpoint.
A ow at time step

t

can only be dependent on ows up to the time step

t − 1.

Therefore, an inow at a given time step can only add values to itself for future time
steps.

Since both the in- and outows are always positive per denition (only the

dierence

f (n) of both can be negative), a self inicted decrease for further time steps

is impossible. It enables an approximation of the ows by iteratively applying Eq. 5.7
on all ows. The algorithmic implementation of the approximation is shown in Fig. 5.3.

f t+1 (m| {n, c}) = p (m| {n, c}) · τ (m| {n, c}) ∗ f t (n|c)
As the base case, every

f t=0

is initially given since it represents the last observable

state on which the whole prediction is based.
time

t = k

As previously mentioned, a ow at

can only be inuenced by other ows for time steps
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after calculating every

f t=1

f t=0 ,

based on

the ows yield the correct results up to the

t ≤ 2.
According to mathematical induction, the approximated ows are valid for every t ≤ l
after calculating l iterations.

time step

t = 1.

The next iteration extends the correct part of the ows to

The induction can be depicted by the example of a person walking. The initial state is
represented by an inow of one at the node at which the person was currently observed.
Every other inow is zero since a person can not be at dierent places simultaneously.
By calculating one iteration of Eq. 5.7, only the inows to the neighboring nodes get
updated. Since the person can not go beyond those neighbors in one time step, they
can also not follow a circular structure and arrive at the neighboring nodes via another
route. Hence, the ows will not change anymore for time steps

t≤1

after the rst

iteration of Eq. 5.7. The earliest situation possible for the person to arrive at a node
they have already visited occurs at time step

t=2

if the person reverts to the initial

node. But, this change in the inow of the initial node can under no circumstances
cause changes in the inow of other nodes for time steps
iteration of Eq. 5.7, every ow is now static for

t ≤ 2.

Thus, after the second

t ≤ 2.

Usually, the ows do not only yield the correct results up to time step
provide the better approximation for

t>l

t≤l

but also

the more iterations are calculated. This is

due to the fact that after each iteration the magnitude of each circular ow gets lower
(since the transitional probability is

≤1

and thus can only decrease a ow) and more

spread across the time due to the convolution with the transitional time distribution.
The prediction method was developed for a real-time application as introduced in
Section 1.2, but the approximative computation was not able to meet the necessary
speed requirements on large graphs due to a much too high workload on the processor.
A similar but much faster strategy to circumvent the expensive computation will be
presented in the following section.

5.1.3

Frequency Domain

Since the convolutions of the ows with the transitional time distributions takes up
most of the computational time, it is only logical to focus on this operation.

The

convolution theorem states that the Fourier transformation of a convolution is the
pointwise product of both Fourier transformed operands, as shown in Eq. 5.8.

F (τ (m| {n, c}) ∗ f (n|c)) = T (m| {n, c}) · F (n|c)
with

F (n|c) = F (f (n|c))
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and

T (m| {n, c}) = F (τ (m| {n, c}))
Using this theorem, the complexity of the convolution is reduced from approximately
O (n2 ) to O (n) (omitting the computations needed for the Fourier transformation).
The transformation only needs to be done once on the transitional time distributions
and for the initial inow to start the prediction. Afterwards, every intermediate computation can be conducted in frequency domain according to Eq. 5.9.

F (m| {n, c}) = p (m| {n, c}) · T (m| {n, c}) · F (n|c)

(5.9)

A second set of Fourier transformations is necessary for the nal calculation of the
occupancies in order to revert to the time domain. Therefore, Equation 5.3 needs to
be slightly adjusted to Eq. 5.10.

Z

−t

F (F (n)) (x) dx

ot (n) =

(5.10)

0
with

F (n) =

X

F (n|c) −

XX
m

c

F (m| {n, c})

c

Unfortunately, using this approach yields the same problem as the method presented
in Section 5.1.2: cyclic structures in the topological graph are causing ows which
are dependent on themselves.

The approximation in the time domain according to

Eq. 5.7 in Section 5.1.2 can easily be transferred to the frequency domain in order to
circumvent the convolution resulting in Eq. 5.11.

F t+1 (m| {n, c}) = p (m| {n, c}) · T (m| {n, c}) · F t (n|c)

(5.11)

τ (m|c) into the frequency
applying Eq. 5.11 l times in

After initially transferring all transitional time distributions
domain, every ow can be approximated by iteratively

l.
ot (n)

order to get the correct result up to time step
to calculate the nal observational probability

Next, Eq. 5.10 can be applied
for every node

n

and every time

step t. This procedure is depicted in Fig. 5.4. The approximative method, presented in
Section 5.1.2, also needs
step

l,

l

iterations for each ow to yield the correct result up to time

but in each iteration a convolution needs to be performed, whereas Eq. 5.11

only utilizes multiplications.
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Input
1
2
3
4

//Initial inow caused by the observation
//Max time horizon for prediction
//All learned transitional probabilities
//All learned transitional time distributions

f t=0 (n|c)
l
p (n|c)
τ (n|c)

Algorithm
5
6
7

T (m| {n, c}) = F (τ (m| {n, c}));

F t=0 (n|c) = F f t=0 (n|c) ;
 t=0
F= F
(n|c) ;

Label 1:

//Transform time distributions into freq. domain
//Transform initial inow into freq. domain
//Initialize set of all known ows
Iteration
//Iterate through time horizon
//Create temporary set of ows
//Iterate through all known ows
//Iterate through all neighboring nodes

8
9
10
11
12
13

for t =1, . . . , l;
E = F t=0 (n|c) ;
for every F (n|c) in F;
for every neighbor m of n;
truncate c until a p (m| {n, c}) and T (m| {n, c}) is available;
F̂ (m| {n, c}) = p (m| {n, c}) · T (m| {n, c}) · F (n|c); //Calculate new ows based

14
15

add F̂ (m| {n, c}) to E;
//Update temporary ow set
set F to E;
//Set current set of known ows to newly calculated ows

16
17
18
19

for every F (n|c) in F;
//Iterate through all ows
f (n|c) = F −1 (F (n|c));
//Transform all ows back to time domain
for t = 1, . . . , l;
//Iterate through time horizon
P
P P
ot (n) = ot−1 (n) + c ft (n|c) − m c ft (m| {n, c});
//Calculate observational

//on previous approximation

Label 2:

Calculate result

//probabilities

Return
20

ot (n) ,

t = 1, . . . , l,

//Observational probabilities
//for all nodes

n = 0, . . . , N

Figure 5.4:

Prediction in frequency domain

gives similar results to the approximative method with less computations involved. It
is worth noting that the observational probabilities may provide good estimates for

t>l

too since the iteration of Eq. 5.11 is only necessary to resolve circular structures.

If the topological graph is acyclic, each ow only has to be computed once by starting
at the initial node and calculating the ows to its neighbors, then calculating the ows
to their neighbors, and so on until the entire graph has been traversed.
But, unfortunately, the approximation in frequency domain yields a major problem:
the computationally most feasible method for transforming a signal into the frequency
domain is to apply a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). It transforms a vector in time
domain of length

l

into a complex vector in frequency domain of length l . Since all the

resulting ows in Eq. 5.10 are xed to this length, the occupancy can only be calculated
for

t ≤ l.

Thus, the prediction horizon is limited to size
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prediction up to a further point in time is desired,

l

needs to be increased accordingly.

Unfortunately, the memory requirements and computational complexity increase with

l

since the multiplication in Eq. 5.9 implements an element-wise multiplication of the

two vectors

T

and

F

of size

l.

A more exible and computationally less demanding

method is presented in the next section.

5.1.4

Iterative Solution

The main problem of calculating a ow
other ows

f (m| {n, c}) (t) according to Eq. 5.6 is that all

f (n|c) (t) need to be known beforehand.

The approach of the two previous

sections circumvent this problem by approximating them. But, the fact that all the
ows are known for the initial time step

t = 0 (due to the last observation) enables an

easier and faster solution.
For a given node

n

and a given time step

t,

the ow to its neighboring node

m

results

(according to Eq. 5.6) from the product of the corresponding transitional probability

p (m| {n, c}),

the fragment responsible for the current time step of the convolution

of the transitional time distribution

τ (m| {n, c}),

and the inow

f (n|c)

as shown in

Eq. 5.12.

ft (m| {n, c}) = p (m| {n, c}) ·

X

(τi (m| {n, c}) · ft−i (n|c))

(5.12)

i
It is worth noting that the transitional time distribution

τi (m| {n, c}) for i = 0 is zero

due to the assumption of a continuous system. Thus, only inows of the previous time
steps contribute to the current calculation. The iteration starts at

t=1

and updates

all available ows for the current time step based on the previous time steps in each
iteration. Similar to Eq. 5.6 in Section 5.1.1, Eq. 5.12 should be interpreted as that
the previous set of ows (right side of the equation) get dispersed at the nodes they
are arriving at and thus causing new ows (left side of the equation) for the current
time step.
The occupancy of node

n

for the current time step

t

results from the previous oc-

cupancy enhanced by every momentary inow and decreased by every momentary
outow to all of its neighbors

ot (n) = ot−1 (n) +

X
c

m

as given in Eq. 5.13.

ft (n|c) −

XX
m

ft (m| {n, c})

(5.13)

c

By iteratively calculating the ows for every time step

t = 0, . . . , l according to Eq. 5.12

and nally applying Eq. 5.13, circular dependencies are resolved without adding any
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Input
1
2
3
4

//Initial inow caused by the observation
//Max time horizon for prediction
//All learned transitional probabilities
//All learned transitional time distributions

ft=0 (n|c)
l
p (n|c)
τ (n|c)

Algorithm 
5

//Initialize set of all known ows
Iteration
//Iterate through time horizon
//Iterate through all known ows
//Iterate through all neighboring nodes

F = f t=0 (n|c) ;

Label 1:
6
7
8
9
10

for t = 1, . . . , l;
for every f (n|c) in F;
for every neighbor m of n;
truncate c until a p (m| {n, c}) and τ (m| {n, c}) is available;
P
ft (m| {n, c}) = p (m| {n, c}) · i (τi (m| {n, c}) · ft−i (n|c)); //Calculate ows for

//current time step
//Update ow set
Label 2:
Calculate result
12
for t = 1, . . . , l;
//Iterate through time horizon
13
for n = 0, . . . , N ;
//Iterate through all nodes
P
P P
14
ot (n) = ot−1 (n) + c ft (n|c) − m c ft (m| {n, c});
//Calculate
//observational probabilities
Return
15 ot (n) , t = 1, . . . , l, n = 0, . . . , N
//Observational probabilities
//for all nodes
11

add f (m| {n, c}) to F, if not yet included;

Figure 5.5:

Iterative prediction method

additional computational complexity to the procedure presented in Section 5.1.1 and
the multiple convolutions for every iteration of Eq. 5.7 are basically reduced to one
convolution per ow. The main dierence between both methods is that the iterative
approach calculates the convolution of Eq. 5.5 for each ow only once but for one time
step after another; whereas, the approximative approach of Section 5.1.2 needs one
full convolution for every ow and every iteration. In comparison to the approach in
frequency domain as explained in Section 5.1.3, the iterative approach requires even
fewer computations since the calculation of a ow for time step

t ≤ l

only needs

t

multiplications (see Eq. 5.12) at most, whereas the approach in frequency domain
utilizes

l

multiplications for every iteration of Eq. 5.9.

Additionally, the initial and

nal Fourier transformations are not necessary.
An implementation of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.5, and Fig. 5.1 shows the
iterative approach in an example with a rst-order Markov-tree.

It only depicts an

acyclic graph in order to show the complete prediction up to its nal, stable state in
only six steps.
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5.2 Model Update
Usually, it cannot be guaranteed that the dynamics of a system remain static after
the initial transitional and probabilistic models are learned. In order to account for
changes, a model update would be benecial.

The prediction framework comprises

three elements which can be updated: the topological model, the transitional probabilities, and the transitional time distributions.
The topological model is the most cumbersome element to update. The Mean-Shift
clustering, used for determining the spatial coverage, is not able to include new observations into the clustering result without reprocessing the whole set of previously
observed data. A naive approach would be to collect new observations and create a
new topological model in a batch if the observations indicate a signicant change in
the underlying topology. Unfortunately, this procedure also invalidates all transitional
probabilities and time distributions since the new topology cannot be mapped onto
the old model due to a dierent number of nodes, shifted positions of the nodes, and
dierent results in the Delaunay triangulation. Considering the topological graph as
a Self-Organizing Map [Kohonen, 1990] or a Neural Gas [Martinetz et al., 1991]
and updating it to new observations does not change the topology of the graph and
provides a better alternative than a batch update. But, by shifting nodes towards new
observations, the Delaunay triangulation (see Section 3.4) is violated and the edges
may not connect only neighboring nodes any more. Additionally, the transitional time
distributions will become invalid since the time to transit from one state to another
is dependent of their respective spatial position. Also, the transitional probabilities
are not guaranteed to be correct anymore since they usually depend on the spatial
position, too. It is apparent that it is best not to update the topological model after
it is created. In order to account for possible changes and to cover sparse regions, a
set of random nodes can be seeded across the whole state space before the edges are
created by the Delaunay triangulation. But, if the topology has changed signicantly,
a complete recalculation of the topological graph, the transitional probabilities and
time distributions in inevitable.
If the topological graph is kept static, the use of the Markov-tree enables an easy updating of the transitional probabilities and time distributions. Since the transitional
probabilities are based on relative frequencies, they can be updated to new observations on-line by just incrementing the corresponding counter in the Markov-tree in the
same fashion as described in Section 4.2. By using a simple decaying mechanism, the
Markov-trees can even account for frequent changes in the motion mechanics and thus
adapt to dierent situations during its application phase. The update scheme of the
transitional time distributions, on the other hand, depends on their implementation
(see Section 4.3): if KDE was chosen to represent the distribution, it can be updated
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by adding a new kernel to the distribution, similar to a histogram, every time a new observation is available as explained in Section 4.3.1. But, if a parametric representation
of the time distribution is used, an on-line update is usually not possible (depending
on the involved method - e.g., GMM, or KDA) and a batch update is often the only
possibility to incorporate new observations.

5.3 Conclusion and Summary
The novel prediction algorithm which distinguishes itself from all other existing prediction methods not only by its comprehensive information content but also by its
unique approach of using probabilistic ows, was presented in this chapter. This algorithm uses the topological graph, rst introduced in Chapter 3, which was enriched
by transitional probabilities and time distributions in a learning phase as explained in
Chapter 4. The probabilistic ow was introduced in Section 5.1. It describes the transfer of an observational probability (or occupancy) from one node to a neighboring node
over time. The formal denition of the prediction method was given in Section 5.1.1,
its practical implementation was presented in Section 5.1.2 (which got optimized in
Section 5.1.3 by a transformation into the frequency domain), and a computationally
less expensive version was given in Section 5.1.4. If the system dynamics have changed,
the topological and probabilistic models can be updated as explained in Section 5.2.
The proposed procedure to predict a movement with the above mentioned methods
is intended as follows: First, the last known state of the system must be transformed
into corresponding ows. In the example of a person walking along an area, the last
node
node

n
n

and path

c

of the person needs to be determined and an inow

with a value of one for the time step

must be created.

to

The person

moved along the nodes

c = c1 , . . . , c i

c1 and later
n along the

was one since they were directly observed. Thus, the ow to

n

at node
path

c

is one.

to

n,

t = 0

f (n|c)

and their observational probability at node

Second, the rst iteration of Eq. 5.12 is performed.

creates new inows at the neighboring nodes

m

with the condition

c

extended by

It

n.

Whereas only one ow was known in the initial state, additional ows from the last
node

n

towards its neighbors

m

are now in existence.

In every further iteration of

Eq. 5.12, the existing ows may cause additional ones with an extended condition.
Eventually, a truncation of the condition will be necessary due to unavailable entries
in the corresponding Markov-tree, as explained in Section 5.1.2. This will restrict the
total number of used ows and will prevent their exponential duplication at every
iteration. In order to obtain a prediction up to time step

t = l, a total of l iterations of

Eq. 5.12 needs to be performed. Finally, the observational probabilities of every node
up to time step
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In order to enable the incorporation of new observations into the prediction algorithm
during its application, it is recommended to seed random nodes into the topological
graph in the learning phase before edge creation to account for unobserved spatial
states. The Markov-tree enables an easy on-line updating of the transitional probabilities and KDE is strongly recommended for representing the transitional time distributions due to its incremental updating capabilities.
Chapter 3 through Chapter 5 described the whole prediction algorithm and the necessary methods involved. In order to evaluate the results provided by the prediction
algorithm, an error measure and several experiments will be presented in the following
chapter. The proposed prediction algorithm will also be compared to the state of the
art methods as introduced in Section 2.2.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Evaluation
In the last chapter, the main prediction framework and its methods were described
extensively. In this chapter, several experiments and their results will be presented in
order to compare the framework to the state of the art and to evaluate the quality of
the prediction results.
Two datasets will be used for evaluation.

The rst was recorded in the Humboldt-

Foyer at the Ilmenau University of Technology, and the second was taken from the
Beijing taxi trajectory dataset [Zhu et al., 2013, Zhang et al., 2011, Zhang, 2009].
Both datasets are described in Section 6.1 in greater detail.
The most common error measures are presented in Section 6.2 in order to assess
dierent aspects of the prediction framework and to compare it to the state of the art.
Those measures are not suitable for fully evaluating the proposed prediction framework
since it provides a spatio-temporal probability distribution as a result. Thus, a new
error measure, similar to the receiver operating characteristic (ROC), is also presented.
These error measures are used in the experiments in Section 6.3, 6.4, and 6.6. The
rst experiment in Section 6.3 examines the inuence of dierent representations of the
spatial space. It compares the cluster-based topology to a simple grid representation
and analyzes the eect of dierent cluster sizes on prediction accuracy.

Section 6.4

describes and evaluates an experiment to contrast the iterative prediction with the
prediction using frequency domain (see Section 5.1.3 and 5.1.4). The second experiment will show whether the approximations in frequency domain have a considerable
inuence on prediction accuracy and examines the speed-up of the iterative approach.
The proposed prediction method is then compared to the state of the art [Bennewitz,
2004, Vasquez Govea, 2007, Ikeda et al., 2013] in Section 6.5 and a broad evaluation
is given in Section 6.6 in order to enable a comparison to new prediction algorithms.
Section 6.7 will summarize the experiments.
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(a) Mobile LIDAR unit

(b) Interior of the unit

The mobile LIDAR sensor unit used for acquiring the Humboldt dataset.
A picture of the sensor on top of a trolley is shown in (a). Reective tape was applied
in order to improve the automated calibration of multiple sensors. The LIDAR sensor is
placed behind the slit between the two horizontal reector tapes. A schematic sketch of the
interior is shown in (b). The electronics are powered by a lead battery either directly or by
a DC Power converter. The LMS151 LIDAR sensor is connected to an Ethernet to Wi-Fi
bridge in order to provide a wireless data connection to a recording server. The upper part
(covered by a cap) of the mobile unit provides a charging port, a power switch, a replaceable
fuse, and access to the Wi-Fi bridge in order to connect the recording server directly to the
scanner via an Ethernet cable, if desired.

Figure 6.1:

6.1 Databasis
A dataset of human movement trajectories was recorded in the Humboldt-Foyer at
the Ilmenau University of Technology in order to develop the prediction framework.
The recordings took place in the foyer (measuring approximately

15m × 26m

and

depicted in Fig. 6.2) of the main auditorium between two exams. It resulted in the
Humboldt dataset containing a total of
and a mean duration of

19.4s.

231

trajectories with a mean length of

16.8m

They were recorded with three mobile LIDAR (Light

Detection And Ranging) sensor units each consisting of a SICK LMS151 scanner, a
lead battery as a power supply, and a Wi-Fi bridge which connected the scanner to the
recording server (see Fig. 6.1). After registering their scan data with an automated
calibration procedure, as described in [Schenk et al., 2012a, Schenk et al., 2012b], the
students were tracked with an algorithm incorporating multiple particle lters while
they walked along the foyer, as explained in [Schenk et al., 2011].
out short tracks (≤

1m),

it resulted in

231

After ltering

trajectories of which one half were used

for creating the topological graph (shown as a light gray mesh in Fig. 6.2) and the
probabilistic model, while the other part was used for evaluation in the experiments of
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Cafeteria

Toilets
Stairs
Lockerroom

Exit

Auditorium

Auditorium

(a) Humboldt dataset

(b) Topological graph

Figure 6.2: Top view of the Humboldt Foyer. In (a), the layout and trajectories are
shown. Walls and static obstacles are depicted in dark gray, and the trajectories are shown
in a light gray color. In (b) the trajectories are replaced by a topological graph with its edges
shown as a light gray mesh and the nodes as dark dots.
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3m of every test trajectory were used as the observation

the following sections. The rst

and the remaining part was taken as the ground truth in the evaluation.
Since a dataset with only

115 test trajectories can hardly provide a statistically sound

evaluation and the creation of a bigger dataset is both expensive and beyond the scope
of this thesis, an openly available and extensive trajectory dataset was chosen to make
this prediction framework comparable to other approaches: the Beijing taxi trajectory
dataset [Zhu et al., 2013, Zhang et al., 2011, Zhang, 2009].

For a comparison to

the state of the art, it would have been more convenient to use a dataset containing
pedestrian movements; but, unfortunately, no published dataset with the necessary
number of trajectories was available at the time. The Beijing taxi trajectory dataset
was chosen as a reference since cars are usually operated by humans and thus provide
movement trajectories following remotely similar intentions as pedestrians but on a

8, 602 taxis driving in the Beijing region for
a duration of one month (see Fig. 6.3). The raw dataset consists of nearly 125 million
GPS positions and covers a traveled distance of approximately 52 million kilometers
larger scale. It contains the GPS tracks of

in total.
Since the tracks are only stored as a sequence of GPS points for each individual car,
a preprocessing step was necessary to extract individual trips.
car was split if more than

15

First, the track of a

minutes have passed between two consecutive points.

It is a trade-o between splitting the trips of dierent passengers and maintaining a
continuous track in case of trac congestion or short stopovers. In order to account
for missing intermediate points and disabled GPS devices, tracks are split if a distance
greater than

1km

lies between two consecutive GPS positions. If the remaining tra-

jectories are shorter than

200m,

they are discarded because they do not provide much

useful information for a prediction task on the scale of Beijing. The ltering resulted
in a dataset with a total of

5.1

million trajectories consisting of

sitions and covering a distance of

26

116

million kilometers in total.

million GPS po-

This dataset was

also split in half - one for training and the other part for evaluation. Unfortunately,
the evaluation of the prediction framework on the whole

2.05

million test trajectories

would require several decades on modern computer hardware (an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7

2.67GHz was used for the evaluation). Therefore, the
1, 000 longest trajectories (with 667 thousand GPS points, a length of 134 thousand
kilometers and a total duration of more than 7, 398 hours) were taken as a reduced test
set. In order to predict a test trajectory, the rst 10km were used as an observation
quad core processor running at

while the remaining part was used as the ground truth for the evaluation.
Since almost every prediction algorithm found in literature is evaluated on a dataset
which is not available to the public, the use of the openly available Beijing taxi trajectory dataset enables other scientists to compare their prediction methods to the
prediction framework presented in this thesis. By focusing on taxi cab movements in
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(a) Beijing taxi trajectory dataset

(b) Topological graph

Figure 6.3: Beijing taxi trajectory dataset. In (a), the GPS points are shown as pale red
points and the connections between them as gray lines. Only a small subset (approximately
218 thousand trajectories with 5.2 million GPS points) is presented, covering an area of
30km × 31km. A topological graph, created on these trajectories, comprising 14, 272 nodes
and 57, 067 edges, is illustrated in (b). Only the edges can be seen since the nodes are too
small to be identied.
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an enormous city, a prediction algorithm can also be compared to the proposed prediction framework utilizing a variety of dierent datasets which share the same type
of motions such as the NYC's Taxi Trip Data [Whong, 2014], the T-Drive dataset,
which was recorded in Beijing [Yuan et al., 2010, Yuan et al., 2011, Zheng, 2011],
the GeoLife GPS Trajectories dataset [Zheng et al., 2009, Zheng et al., 2008, Zheng
et al., 2010, Zheng, 2012], the ep/mobility dataset of taxi cab rides in San Francisco [Piorkowski et al., 2009], or a collection of user-submitted GPS tracks on
c OpenStreetMap [OpenStreetMap and contributors, 2013].

6.2 Error Measure
In the state of the art, several error measures are applied for evaluating a trajectory
prediction algorithm: the Euclidean distance error, which describes the mean distance
of the prediction to the ground truth, the more intuitive lock-in accuracy, the next
state accuracy for discretized state spaces such as those found in mobile networks,
and the prediction error over the observed proportion of the trajectories are the most
prominent. Since none of these error measures are able to fully grasp the capabilities
of the presented prediction method, a new error measure is presented in Section 6.2.5.

6.2.1

Euclidean Distance Error

The most basic measure describes the mean Euclidean distance between the predicted
and the real location for a given time oset
calculated as the Euclidean distance of
up to time

tS ,

xS+∆ of the
for tS+∆ . The

the point

and the prediction

o∆

o∆

t∆

[Jeung et al., 2010]. The error can be

and

xS+∆

utilizing an observed trajectory

trajectory for the future time

tS+∆ = tS + t∆ ,

mean Euclidean distance error is computed by

averaging over all test trajectories.
By comparing dierent prediction algorithms using the Euclidean distance error, three
problems can arise if they are not evaluated on the same dataset. The rst and most
obvious problem also applies to every other error measure: the prediction performance
is dependent on the system dynamics which should be predicted.

For example, a

prediction algorithm evaluated on the movements of planets may provide excellent
results, whereas another prediction method evaluated on the Brownian movement of
molecules is more likely to give signicantly poorer results.

It is only possible to

contrast two prediction methods evaluated on dierent datasets with each other if the
predicted system dynamics are similar. For instance, it is likely that the movements
of people walking in a shopping mall are following dynamics similar to the movements
of people at an airport thus enabling a comparison. But, in the case of more diverse
system dynamics, such as people in a shopping mall and cars driving around in a city,
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the Euclidean distance error measure can provide at least a rough comparison of two
dierent prediction methods.

The example of cars in a city versus pedestrians in a

shopping mall points to the second problem of comparing two methods on dierent
datasets with the Euclidean distance error:
be in the same magnitude.

the spatial and temporal scales must

It is, for example, dicult to assess if a method which

is predicting car movements in a city with an error of

t∆ = 60min

1km

is better or worse than a prediction algorithm that is able to predict

someone's movement in a shopping mall with a mean error of
of

t∆ = 30s.

for a time horizon of

15m

for a time horizon

The third problem with using the Euclidean distance error on dierent

datasets is that it does not provide any insight into the inuence of the length of
observed trajectories. A prediction method tested on a dataset with long trajectories
can utilize more information and will, most likely, perform better than a prediction
algorithm evaluated on a dataset with short trajectories.
Due to these deciencies, the Euclidean distance error measure only provides useful
information if the prediction algorithms are evaluated on the same dataset with the
same time oset. Since the error is easy to compute, it is best utilized for ne-tuning
a prediction algorithm and assessing dierent methods in its development.

6.2.2

Lock-In Accuracy

The Euclidean distance error also has a practical disadvantage.

In the example of

predicting someone's movement in a mall, a prediction algorithm with an error of

50m

is not better than a prediction method with an error of

200m

- both predictions

are basically useless. The likelihood of obtaining a correct prediction would be much
more interesting for evaluating the capabilities of a prediction algorithm. The common
interpretation of a correct prediction is that it is within a certain distance (or lock-in
range) to the ground truth [Ikeda et al., 2013]. Thus, the lock-in accuracy for a given
distance

d

and time delta

t∆

describes the proportion of the test trajectories whose

prediction is within the distance

d

to the ground truth.

At rst glance, the lock-in accuracy does not solve the problems of the Euclidean
distance error and even introduces a new dependency by the lock-in range

d.

However,

it is easier to nd suitable ranges for dierent dynamic systems (e.g., it might be

2m for a pedestrian and a time horizon of 30s or 200m
of 10 minutes) than to directly compare their Euclidean

reasonable to have a range of
for a car and a time horizon

distance errors. Thus, the lock-in accuracy gives a more intuitive assessment and it
should be preferred over the Euclidean distance error.
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6.2.3

Next State Accuracy

The Euclidean distance error and the lock-in accuracy is primarily suitable for continuous state spaces.

In the case of a prediction in a discretized state space, such

as mobile networks, it is common to evaluate the prediction method in terms of the
prediction accuracy for the next state [Prasad and Agrawal, 2010, Wanalertlak
et al., 2011]. It is dened as the proportion of the test trajectories whose next state
was predicted correctly, similar to the lock-in accuracy.
By merely evaluating the prediction method for the next (or sometimes the second next
or generally speaking the

nth

next) discrete state, spatial scales in dierent problem

statements have almost no inuence on the prediction error as long as the chosen discretization samples the state space adequately. Yet, similar to the Euclidean distance
measure, the next state accuracy does not reect the amount of information used for
prediction. Furthermore, by only focusing on the next spatial state, the time horizon
is neglected and the prediction accuracy for dierent time osets is not assessed.

6.2.4

Error over Tra jectory

One drawback of the Euclidean distance error, the lock-in accuracy, and the next state
accuracy is the inability to account for the number of observations used to predict a
trajectory: the longer a trajectory is observed, the more information is available for
the algorithm to substantiate a prediction thus increasing the accuracy. Furthermore,
the error measures are dependent on the time oset of the prediction. Predicting a
trajectory one second into the future will more likely yield better results than predicting
the same trajectory one hour into the future. The obvious solution to this problem is
to provide the error (or accuracy) for a range of time osets like in [Gidófalvi et al.,
2011, Ikeda et al., 2013, Jeung et al., 2010], improving the comparability of dierent
prediction algorithms.
A similar, yet dierent, approach is to always use the nal position of a test trajectory
as the prediction goal and present increasingly longer fractions of the trajectory as an
observation to the prediction algorithm as applied in [Bennewitz, 2004, Vasquez and
Fraichard, 2004]. An error is calculated for every fraction of the trajectory resulting

in a plot of the prediction error over the fraction of the trajectory. By using the nal
position as the prediction target, it inherently accounts for dierent time osets since
the duration of the unobserved part of the trajectory decreases with the increasing
fraction of the trajectory presented to the prediction algorithm. Unfortunately, this
approach can only be applied if the trajectories of the test dataset are almost the same
length or if the error is normalized to the length of the trajectory. If the unnormalized
error is used, a dataset with short trajectories would result in an error plot dierent
from a dataset with long trajectories and would impede a comparison.
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Prediction ROC and AUC

Most of the error measures found in literature for evaluating a prediction algorithm
assume that the algorithms only provide one position as the most probable result.
Thus, they do not account for multiple options. For example, if a prediction algorithm
were to calculate two likely positions for a given trajectory - one with a probability of

49.9% 1m

o of the ground truth and a second one with

50.1%

but

100m

the real position - the Euclidean distance error would result in an error of

away from

100m

even

if the second option, with almost the same probability, is much more accurate.
The presented prediction algorithm not only provides a few options as a result but
also a probability distribution over every possible state. For a prediction with a big
time oset, it is likely that the probability distribution disperses across a large area
with several almost equally possible states.

Using a traditional error measure on

such a prediction would result in misleading interpretations. In order to account for
predictions providing a probability distribution, a new error measure needs to be found.
In the eld of computer vision, it is common to evaluate re-identication algorithms
on their receiver operating characteristic (ROC) (e.g., [Eisenbach et al., 2012]). A
re-identication algorithm usually takes an unknown sample and compares it to a set
of

N

known images. A score representing the similarity to the sample is calculated

for every image. For every sample of a test dataset, the scores are calculated and the
known images are sorted accordingly in descending order. This results in a sorted list
for every sample, and the ROC is obtained by calculating the relative frequency (or
true positive rate - TPR) for each rank
the rst

n

n = 1, . . . , N

that the correct image is within

items of the lists. Thus, the ROC can be used to assess the probability of

having a correct match (TPR) as a function of the false acceptance rate (FAR).
The proposed prediction algorithm can be seen as a re-identication system for positions. Its prediction result is basically a list of nodes with the probability to encounter
an observed trajectory at their respective position for any given time. In the analogy
of image re-identication, the probabilities correspond to the scores, and the set of
nodes resembles the set of known images. By sorting the list of nodes according to
their probability, an ROC can be calculated in the same way it is obtained in the
re-identication example:

s = 1, . . . , S of a test dataset, a prediction os,t (n) for every node n =
1, . . . , N and all time steps t = 0, . . . , tmax up to a maximum time tmax is calculated,
s,t
and the node ngt which lies next to the ground truth is determined. Afterward, the
s,t
nodes n are sorted according to their observational probability o
(n) in descending

s,t
s,t
s,t
order resulting in a new, sorted list N̂
= n̂1 , . . . , n̂N . The ROC is constructed by
s,t
calculating the relative frequency TPR (m, t) of the occurrence of the correct node ngt
(or true positive rate) in the rst m nodes of the sorted lists for every m = 1, . . . , N

For each sample
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s = 1, . . . , S as
F AR(m) = m/N .

and every sample
calculated by

formalized in Eq. 6.1. The false acceptance rate is

As becomes apparent in the equations, the ROC is dependent on the current time delta

t.

It transfers the error measure from a common two dimensional form (e.g., Euclidean

distance error over time delta) to a three dimensional plot (true positive rate over time
delta and false acceptance rate). At rst glance, the complex error surface may not
be understood intuitively, but it enables a comparison to other error measures. For
a cut along the false acceptance rate of

1/S ,

which corresponds to the leftmost FAR

and the TPR (1, t) curve, it becomes comparable to the lock-in accuracy with a range
of approximately half of the mean node distance.

PS
TPR (m, t)

=

s isIn




s,t
ns,t
,
N̂
,
m
gt

(6.1)

S

with


s,t
N̂s,t = n̂s,t
1 , . . . , n̂N
and

isIn



  1 if ns,t ∈ n̂s,t , . . . , n̂s,t
gt
1
m
ngt , N̂ , m =
0 else
s,t

s,t

A common measure to condense an ROC to a single value is the area under the curve
(AUC), which integrates the TPR along the FAR. A value of one would indicate a
perfect prediction algorithm whereas a value of
merely takes a random guess.
time delta

t,

from one to

0.5 corresponds to an algorithm which

Since the prediction ROC (PROC) is dependent on

the prediction AUC (PAUC) is also a function of

0.5

over time.

t,

gradually decreasing

The PROC may yield more detailed information about

the quality of the prediction results and allows for a comparison to more common
error measures, but the PAUC provides a more intuitive assessment of the prediction
method.

6.2.6

Conclusion

As shown in this chapter, the error measure for a prediction algorithm is strongly
dependent on the used methods and its applications. For evaluating prediction algorithms operating in the continuous state space, the Euclidean distance error may seem
like a good and computationally easy error measure since it provides a direct interpretation of their capabilities. However, it can only be used for a profound comparison
of dierent algorithms if the prediction algorithms are evaluated on the same dataset.
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A more eligible measure for comparing dierent datasets is the lock-in accuracy. A
good choice of its lock-in range is crucial for a proper comparison but it is easier
to choose than to compare two Euclidean distance errors. Furthermore, it enables a
better assessment of a prediction algorithm applied on structured environments, like
road nets or buildings, since obstacles or other spatial restrictions are not accounted
for with the Euclidean distance (a mean Euclidean error of

10m

may seem fair for

predicting a person in a building - but only if it is on the same oor and not three
levels directly below the person).
Prediction algorithms operating on a discretized spatial space can be easily compared
by the (n

th

-) next state accuracy, even if they are evaluated on dierent datasets. The

measure is independent from the spatial scales, but it also does not take both the
amount of used information and the prediction time oset into account.
In order to factor in the amount of used information and the prediction oset at the
same time, it is advisable to always use the last known points of the test trajectories
as the ground truths of the prediction and not to record the error (i.e., the Euclidean
distance error or the lock-in accuracy) for dierent time osets. The fraction of the
trajectories which gets presented to the prediction algorithm is varied, and the errors
are calculated for each fraction.

The resulting plot makes it easier to compare two

prediction methods since it intrinsically normalizes the time scale.
All of these error measures and their modications are only able to account for one
prediction result. Since the presented prediction framework provides a probability distribution as the result instead of a distinct state, those measures are only applicable to
compare it to dierent algorithms. The PROC and PAUC are better suited to evaluate the presented framework because they are able to take not only the most probable
prediction into account but all other states and their probabilities, too.

Therefore,

the PROC and PAUC are used for evaluating the experiments in Section 6.3 and 6.4,
whereas the respectively used error measure is applied to compare the proposed prediction framework to the state of the art in Section 6.5.

6.3 Topological Representation
In order to evaluate the benet of a Mean-Shift-based topology, as introduced in
Section 3.3, it was compared to grid-based representations with a rectangular and
a sixfold-neighborhood pattern (see Section 3.2) on the Humboldt dataset.
step of

∆t = 0.1s

and a time horizon of

t∆ = 20s

A time

was chosen for prediction.

The

Markov-trees have a depth of ve and used the Chebyshev-criterion for a margin of

 = 30%

and a condence greater than

75%

(see Eq. 4.2 in Section 4.2). The dierent

graphs are shown in Fig. 6.4 and their individual PROC plots and PAUC diagrams
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(a) Rectangular

(b) Sixfold neighborhood

(c) Mean-Shift clustered

Graphs with three dierent methods for representing the topology. Walls and
static obstacles are depicted as dark gray dots, and the graphs are plotted with small, black
nodes and gray edges. A base length of b = 0.5m was used for the rectangular and the sixfold
neighborhood graph, and a kernel width of γa = 0.15m was utilized in the graph created with
the Mean-Shift algorithm.
Figure 6.4:

are depicted in Fig. 6.5.
At rst glance, there is no apparent dierence between the PROC plots. If, for example,
an

80%

probability of obtaining the correct prediction result is desired, all topological

representations provide almost the same false acceptance rate over time: following the

T P R = 0.8

contour, it starts at an

F AR = 0

for the time

t = 0s

(since the result

is always perfect for a time horizon of zero seconds), declining to an

F AR ≈ 0.65

t = 13s (i.e., an 80% prediction accuracy can be achieved by checking the most
65% of all nodes of the graph), and rising to an F AR ≈ 0.55 till t = 20s (for
t = 20s, ∼ 10% less nodes than for t = 13s must be checked in order to achieve the
desired accuracy of 80%). It is worth noting that the prediction performance rises for
t > 13s which is due to the selected scenario: almost all trajectories begin and end

for

probable

in some distinct areas in the Humboldt dataset. Several students left the coverage of
the LIDAR sensors through the main exit doors, the restroom door, or the entrance
door to the main auditorium. Since the probability distribution tends to rst disperse
across the state space and then accumulates at these main exit regions, it provides a
more diuse prediction for the intermediate states of the trajectories than for the nal
point. This behavior can also be seen in the PAUC plots in Fig. 6.5(d). Furthermore,
it conrms in a more intuitive modality that all three graphs provide almost equally
positive prediction results.
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(a) PROC of rectangular graph

(b) PROC of sixfold neighborhood graph

(c) PROC of Mean-Shift clustered graph

(d) PAUC of all graphs

Prediction results for grid-based and Mean-Shift clustered graphs. As can be
seen in the PROC and PAUC diagrams, all three graphs perform almost equally well.

Figure 6.5:

In addition to the methodological advantages as stated in Section 3.2, the reason to
prefer the cluster-based representation over the grid-based topologies lies in its reduced
memory requirements: Both regular grids used in the experiment were spanned by

2, 320 nodes, whereas the
only 1, 220 nodes - almost

Mean-Shift clustering provided us with a net comprising
half as many. With a graph of fewer nodes, the prediction

algorithm creates fewer ows (as explained in Section 5.1) for calculating a prediction,
thus reducing the computational requirements of the algorithm.
In order to assess the inuence of the chosen kernel width for clustering on the prediction accuracy, three nets were created with a kernel width of
and

γc = 0.3m

γa = 0.075m, γb = 0.15m,

according to the algorithm in Section 3.3.4 and 3.4. The topological

graphs resulting from the clustering are shown in Fig. 6.6 and their individual PROC
plots and PAUC diagrams are depicted in Fig. 6.7. The PROC in Fig. 6.7 are similar
to the plots in Fig. 6.5 but with more deviant shapes toward the nal time horizon.
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(a) Graph for

γa = 0.075m

(b) Graph for

γb = 0.15m

(c) Graph for

γc = 0.3m

Three topological graphs obtained by the Mean-Shift algorithm with dierent
kernel widths. Walls and static obstacles are depicted as dark gray dots, and the graphs
are plotted with small, black nodes and gray edges. It is worth noting that the graph in (a)
almost covers every single trajectory of the dataset (please compare to Fig. 6.2) resulting
in densely sampled areas close to the exit, whereas the graph in (c) leaves large patches
uncovered and has some edges longer than 3m.

Figure 6.6:

The graph with a kernel of

γb = 0.15m

gives the best results for all time steps, the

γc = 0.3m provides the least accurate predictions from the beginning on,
and the kernel of γa = 0.075m performs in between the other two. The reason for the
comparably bad performance of the kernel width γc = 0.3m can be seen in Fig. 6.6(c):
graph with

large areas with some, but not many, trajectories are not always covered by nodes
or are only represented by long edges. It leads to ambiguities if a test trajectory is
observed in these areas and it might get assigned to the wrong sequence of nodes (as
explained in Section 4.1 and Fig. 4.1) thus resulting in a wrong prediction. The small
kernel width of

γa = 0.075m

provides a better result, but it covers the other extreme:

for the available number of training trajectories, the state space is sampled too densely.
A lot of transitions are only covered by individual observations resulting in almost no
generalization of the learned data.
The experiment shows that the kernel width is an important parameter and needs to
be tuned to the current application at hand. However, Fig. 6.5 also shows that the
kernel width is insensitive to small deviations from its optimum: the results are not as
good but are still on a comparable level. A rule of thumb for a suitable kernel width is
to determine the desired minimum distance between nodes in dense areas of the state
space and use it as the width for creating the graph with the Mean-Shift approach.
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γa = 0.075m

(c) PROC of graph with

γc = 0.3m

(b) PROC of graph with
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γb = 0.15m

(d) PAUC of all graphs

Figure 6.7: Prediction results for Mean-Shift clustered graphs with three dierent kernel
widths. While they perform almost similar in the rst seconds, their accuracy diverges for
further time steps. The kernel of γb = 0.15m performs best on every time step.

6.4 Precision Loss in Frequency Domain
Section 5.1 described several implementations for the main prediction algorithm. The
solution using the frequency domain, as explained in Section 5.1.3, provides a feasible
and fast approach but the iterative solution, introduced in Section 5.1.4, is expected
to be even faster. The latter iteratively calculates the timesteps in succession, whereas
the former approximates all ows for all timesteps with a decreasing residual error
for each additional iteration. In applications where a large time horizon is desired but
imprecisions are acceptable to a certain extent, it may be expedient to use the approach
using the frequency domain instead of the iterative solution for saving computational
resources.
In order to ascertain the computational dierences between the two approaches, their
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prediction accuracy and computational demands are compared on the Humboldt
dataset.

A timestep of

∆t = 0.1s

with a total time horizon of

t∆ = 102.4s

was

used for prediction in order to utilize optimized Fast Fourier Transformations on a
10
vector length of l = 2
= 1024. The iterative approach inherently needs a total of

l = 1024

iterations for predicting the full time horizon and the algorithm utilizing the

frequency domain was also congured to calculate the full

l = 1024

iterations in order

to obtain the best result for comparison.
The results of both algorithms are shown in Fig. 6.8.
show a time horizon of

t = 20s

The PROC and PAUC plots

instead of the full horizon of

t∆ = 102.4s

since

only a few of the test trajectories were longer thus preventing a statistically sound
evaluation for

t > 20s.

The PROC plots in Fig. 6.8(a) and 6.8(b) do not show any

signicant dierence but a slightly decreasing performance of the solution using the
frequency domain compared to the iterative approach is apparent in the PAUC graphs
in Fig. 6.8(c). This is believed to result from residual errors of the initial and nal
Fourier transformations but also to originate from oating point errors especially on
the higher frequencies during the main iterations. Still, the overall dierence in the
results of both approaches is marginal.
In order to evaluate the computational complexity of both approaches, the number of
calculations involved in each iteration was counted on one randomly chosen prediction
task. Since both algorithms use very similar processing schemes (as can be seen by
comparing Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 in Section 5.1) with the specic calculation of the
ows as their main dierence, only the multiply and add operations (line 13 in Fig. 5.4
and line 10 in Fig. 5.5) were counted in this experiment.

As can be seen in the

results in Figure 6.8(d), the algorithm using frequency domain needs approximately
one hundred times more calculations than the iterative approach. The former needs

1, 024

for the rst iteration, which relates to one element-wise multiplication of a ow

vector with a time distribution vector in frequency domain.

The latter needs ve

calculations since the involved transitional time distribution is merely of the length

i=5

(which refers to the index

i

in line 10 in Fig. 5.5). Since all

1, 024

elements of

the transformed transitional time distribution vectors have to be multiplied elementwise in the frequency domain for calculating the next iteration of a ow, the iterative
approach is in advantage of processing much shorter distribution vectors, which are
rarely longer than

20

elements, thus giving the observed speed-up. The rst iteration

of this specic prediction created only one new ow, whereas the following iterations
incorporated multiple ows thus increasing the computational needs until the number
of ows saturate after approximately

100

iterations.

By comparing the mean time instead of the number of computations needed for predicting the test trajectories by the frequency approach and the iterative algorithm,
a more practical assessment of their computational complexity can be achieved.
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(b) PROC of the iterative approach

(c) PAUC of both implementations

(d) Complexity of the calculations

Prediction results of the iterative algorithm and the approach using the frequency domain. The PROC are similar in shape but the PAUC plots show a slight dierence
in their performance: the solution using the frequency domain becomes gradually inferior
to the iterative solution with an increasing time horizon. Also, the number of required computations is approximately two magnitudes higher for the frequency domain than for the
iterative approach.
Figure 6.8:

prediction with the iterative approach took

3.8s

on average, whereas

37s

are needed

when utilizing the frequency domain (evaluated on all test trajectories on an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7 quad core processor running at

2.67GHz ).

At rst glance, this contra-

dicts the measurements of Fig. 6.8(d), which would imply a factor of
to the measured speed-up of

∼ 10.

100

in contrast

However, the element-wise multiplications of the

FFT vectors heavily exploit SIMD instructions of the CPU whereas the iterative approach does not get that much of a benet. Furthermore, the overhead of iterating
through the ows, nodes, and neighbors is also not incorporated in the measurements
of Fig. 6.8(d).
Nevertheless, a speed-up factor of approximately
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and the iterative algorithm limits the utility of the frequency domain.

In order to

benet from a faster but less accurate prediction, the algorithm should process less
than a tenth of the maximum number of iterations, but this would yield a very rough
estimate of the probability distribution at best. Therefore, the iterative approach is
recommended as explained in Section 5.1.4 in order to obtain the best results in a
reasonable amount of time.

6.5 Comparison to the State of the Art
Chapter 2 gave an overview of established prediction methods and pointed out three
promising algorithms which may be used for a versatile prediction framework. In order
to compare the proposed prediction framework to the state of the art, this section
individually contrasts the methods of [Bennewitz, 2004], [Vasquez Govea, 2007],
and [Ikeda et al., 2013] with the prediction framework presented in Chapters 3 to 5.
The error measures used in the following subsections were obtained by using the

1, 000

longest trajectories of the Beijing test dataset (see Section 6.1) on the topological
graph shown in Fig. 6.3(b). The graph was obtained by clustering the training data
with a kernel width of

γ = 25m

in order to achieve a level of detail on the scale of

14, 272 nodes and 57, 067 edges.
∆t = 1s and a total time horizon

individual roads. It resulted in a graph comprised of
The predictions were conducted with a timestep of
of

t∆ = 1, 200s

to provide a tradeo between computational requirements, temporal

resolution, and an adequate time horizon for a prediction of car movements.

The

Markov-trees have a depth of ve and used the Chebyshev-criterion for a margin of

 = 10%

6.5.1

with a condence greater than

Comparison to [

75%

(see Eq. 4.2 in Section 4.2).

Bennewitz, 2004]

Despite using a self created dataset, the evaluation of the prediction algorithm presented in [Bennewitz, 2004] employs an error measure which enables a simple comparison to the proposed prediction algorithm. For two dierent datasets (one obtained
in an oce environment and another in a home environment), the likelihood of mapping a test trajectory to the correct motion pattern was measured for increasingly
longer observations of the test trajectories (as shown in Fig. 6.9(a)). By interpreting
the prediction task as recognizing the correct motion pattern (i.e., the future trajectory
up to a certain goal) out of the set of the

n

known motion pattern, the error measure

can be seen as the true positive rate (TPR) of predicting the correct nal goal of a
test trajectory for dierent lengths of observations for a false acceptance rate (FAR)
of

1/n.
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(b) TPR of the proposed framework

Comparison of the proposed prediction method with the algorithm of [Ben, 2004]. In order to enable a comparison, the true positive rate (TPR) for a false
acceptance rate (FAR) of 2% for the oce environment and an FAR of 6.25% for the home
environment was recorded for increasingly longer fractions of the Beijing test trajectories as
explained in Section 6.5.1. A comparison of both graphs show that the proposed prediction
framework performs considerably better than the pattern based algorithm of [Bennewitz,
2004].
Figure 6.9:

newitz

In order to measure the true positive rate on the Beijing dataset utilizing the proposed
prediction framework,

1, 200 second long sections of the test trajectories and the nodes

in the topological graph corresponding to the endpoint of the sections were taken as the
ground truth. Afterwards, increasingly longer fractions of these sections were presented
to the prediction framework and the TPR of the prediction results was calculated for
the same FAR used in [Bennewitz, 2004] (please see Section 6.2.5 for the details on
calculating the FAR and TPR). The EM algorithm in [Bennewitz, 2004] determined
a total of

49

motion patterns for the oce environment and

16

patterns for the home

environment. Thus, the likelihood of matching the correct motion pattern relates to an
FAR of

1/49 ≈ 2% for the oce environment and an FAR of 1/16 = 6.25% for the home

environment. The corresponding results of the proposed prediction framework on the
Beijing test trajectories are shown in Fig. 6.9(b). A comparison with Fig. 6.9(a) shows
that it performs signicantly better than the pattern based algorithm of [Bennewitz,
2004], especially for short observations. However, it should be mentioned that the EM
algorithm correlates the full observation to all known patterns and the increasing
likelihood for longer trajectories is related to the additional knowledge of the motion.
In order to limit the memory requirements of the Markov-trees (see Section 4.2),
the proposed prediction framework cuts the input to the last six nodes to which the
observed trajectory corresponds.

Since the last six nodes relate to fewer than ten

percent of the used sections of the test trajectories, the higher TPR for increasingly
longer observations results from the fact that the last point of the observation gets
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closer to the endpoint, thus reducing the time horizon and the complexity for the
prediction instead of adding useful knowledge.
It cannot be stressed enough that the results in Fig. 6.9 are obtained on dierent
datasets with dierent motion dynamics.

Unfortunately, a reimplementation of the

prediction method of [Bennewitz, 2004] to evaluate it on the Beijing dataset for a
direct comparison is not useful due to the enormous computational complexity of determining the number of model components and the motion pattern on all

2.05 million

training trajectories. Although the experiment in Fig. 6.9(b) was tuned to roughly correlate to the experiment in [Bennewitz, 2004], the results of the comparison should
be assessed with caution.

6.5.2

Comparison to [

Vasquez Govea, 2007]

The prediction algorithm of [Vasquez Govea, 2007], called GHMM, bears resemblance to the proposed prediction framework. It utilizes a similar topological graph
for sampling the state space and uses a probabilistic model to predict the following
state to a given observation with a rst order Markov chain while providing an algorithm to update both models on-line. As promising as the thesis in [Vasquez Govea,
2007] appears to be, it does not provide experimental results which may be used for
comparing it to other state of the art methods.

On several undisclosed datasets, it

gives a mean distance error for an unknown time horizon as the only error measure
related to the prediction accuracy. A reimplementation and evaluation on the Beijing
dataset was abandoned due to the estimated time needed for training and prediction.
Since the idea of the topological graph in [Vasquez Govea, 2007] is similar to the
proposed one, the nal graph can be assumed to be of a similar size as in Fig. 6.3(b)
with

14, 272

nodes and

57, 067

edges.

The computational requirements of the model training and the prediction was evaluated in the related work [Vasquez et al., 2009] on an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo,
and a linear relation of the computing time to the number of edges was discovered.
According to [Vasquez et al., 2009], learning one point of the training data requires

4µs

per edge. For the full Beijing training set with fty-eight million data points and

the estimated number of fty-seven thousand edges, the time required to train the
4µs
model would add up to 77 days (
· 57, 000edges · 58, 000, 000points · 0.5). Even
edges·points
on a faster computer (e.g., the Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 quad core processor running at

2.67GHz

involved in the experiments of this thesis would need

29

days), it would still

need weeks to train the prediction model of GHMM. Four weeks of training might be
acceptable, but the evaluation of the reduced Beijing test dataset would require even
more time. Given the results of [Vasquez et al., 2009], the prediction of one observation would require
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Comparison of the GHMM prediction method of [Vasquez Govea, 2007]
with the EM algorithm of [Bennewitz, 2004] and the HFKM method of [Hu et al., 2006]
for dierent sizes of the simulated training dataset, as published in [Vasquez et al., 2009].
As mentioned in 6.5.2, the GHMM algorithm provides a mean distance error which is approximately 40% better than the EM algorithm.
Figure 6.10:

was not mentioned in either [Vasquez Govea, 2007] nor [Vasquez et al., 2009] but
it is believed to be 15 steps. Using this information, it is estimated to require 370 days
21µs
· 57, 000edges · 667, 000points · 1,200steps
· 0.5) for evaluating the prediction
(
edges·points
15steps
method on the reduced Beijing test dataset for a time horizon of

20

minutes (or

138

days on the Intel(R) Core(TM) i7). Due to these preliminary estimations, a reimplementation and evaluation on the Beijing dataset is believed to be unfeasible and an
indirect comparison was chosen instead. Fortunately, the GHMM algorithm was also
published with more insightful experiments using an articial dataset in [Vasquez
et al., 2009]. As shown in Fig. 6.10, it was compared to the methods of [Bennewitz,
2004] (labeled EM) and [Hu et al., 2006] (plotted as HFKM) by evaluating their average distance error for dierent sizes of the training dataset. By taking the best results
of Fig. 6.10, the mean prediction error of GHMM is approximately

60%

of the error

of the EM algorithm. Since Section 6.5.1 also shows signicantly better results of the
proposed prediction framework compared to the EM method of [Bennewitz, 2004],
it can be assumed that the proposed prediction framework performs at least equal to
the algorithm of [Vasquez Govea, 2007]. Both publications of the GHMM algorithm
also mentioned a decrease in prediction accuracy in the event of broken training trajec-
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tories. Due to this problem and the advantage that the proposed prediction framework
can not only utilize rst order Markov chains but also chains of an arbitrary length,
it is believed that it would perform even better than GHMM in a direct comparison
on real-world data.

6.5.3

Comparison to [

Ikeda et al., 2013]

A prediction algorithm similar to the proposed prediction framework was presented
in [Ikeda et al., 2013]. It shares both the idea of the topological graph and a probabilistic transition model but it is strongly focused on the motion mechanics of pedestrians
and the correlated concept of sub-goals. Sub-goals are successive points in space that
people tend to use for navigating through an environment towards a nal goal by
heading to the closest visible sub-goal until they see the next one. Since the concept
needs spatial information for calculating the lines of sight and tries to model pedestrian
behavior, the prediction method of [Ikeda et al., 2013] is highly limited in their application and not usable on the Beijing dataset. Nevertheless, it is once again possible
to compare the proposed prediction framework to the sub-goal algorithm indirectly.
As shown in Fig. 6.11(a), its performance was compared using the lock-in accuracy
with a lock-in range of

ds = 5m

(see Section 6.2.2) on an undisclosed dataset with a

common constant velocity extrapolation model (CVM).
In order to nd a suitable lock-in range

db

for the evaluation on the Beijing dataset,

both the maximum time horizon and the speed of the cars were taken into account.
In [Ikeda et al., 2013], a time horizon of t∆,s
walking speed was

vs = 1.4m/s

= 32s was chosen and the average human

according to [Browning et al., 2006, Mohler et al.,

t∆,b = 1, 200s was selected and the
vb = 7.4m/s. Using Eq. 6.2, an equivalent

2007]. On the Beijing dataset, a time horizon of
average car speed on the test dataset was
lock-in range of

db = 991m ≈ 1km

was used for evaluating the proposed prediction

framework on the Beijing test dataset.

db =

vb t∆,b
·
· ds
vs t∆,s

(6.2)

A way of understanding the equivalent lock-in range according to Eq. 6.2 is to use a
linear motion as a simple example.

If the assumed velocity of a motion is o by a

certain factor, the Euclidean distance error increases linearly with the time horizon.
In order to obtain the same lock-in error on two dierent time horizons

ta

and

tb ,

the lock-in range da needs to be multiplied by the proportion of the time horizons
db = ttab · da . The same holds for scaling the velocity: the Euclidean distance error
increases linearly with the velocity.
of

va = 1m/s

For instance, if a person moves with a velocity

and the movement is predicted to be twice as fast, a lock-in range of
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(a) Results of [Ikeda et al., 2013]
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(b) Lock-in accuracy of the proposed framework

Comparison of the proposed prediction method with the graph based algorithm of [Ikeda et al., 2013]. Despite the intricacy involved in the comparison, as explained
in Section 6.5.3, both plots show that the proposed method in (b) performs similarly to the
method of [Ikeda et al., 2013] in (a). Compared to a simple constant velocity model, it provides signicantly better results towards the end of the time scale. Benevolently assuming
that the the ordinate of the plot in (a) is not scaled in percent as stated by the label of the
y-axis in the gure of [Ikeda et al., 2013], the proposed algorithm in (b) does not provide
an accuracy as good as in (a) for longer time horizons. Yet, due to the factors elucidated in
Section 6.5.3, the performance of the proposed prediction method can be considered almost
equal to the results of [Ikeda et al., 2013].

Figure 6.11:

da = 10m is left after ta = 10s.

vb = 10m/s and the movement
is predicted to be twice as fast, a lock-in range of da = 10m is left after tb = 1s. In
order to get the same lock-in error, the lock-in range da needs to be multiplied by the
v
velocities proportion db = b · da as well. Combining both relations results in Eq. 6.2.
va
If a car is moving with

The comparison of the proposed prediction framework to the constant velocity model
on the Beijing test dataset with a lock-in range of

1km

is shown in Fig. 6.11(b).

Taking CVM (blue plot) as a reference, it can be seen that the proposed prediction
framework performs in a similar way to the sub-goal algorithm.

For example, with

50% mark (for t = 12s in Fig. 6.11(a) and t = 199s in Fig. 6.11(b)),
both prediction algorithms still provide an accuracy of 70%. Towards the end of the
time horizon with t = 32s, the sub-goal method is able to provide a 43% accuracy
while CVM achieves 19%. The same holds for the proposed prediction framework for
t = 367s: it was able to predict 42% of the test trajectories within the lock-in range,
whereas CVM accomplished 19%. Towards the end of the time horizon in Fig. 6.11(b),
the constant velocity model is failing with less than 2% accuracy while the proposed
prediction framework is still able to predict almost 10% the test trajectories correctly.
CVM crossing the

Unfortunately, the experimental setup in [Ikeda et al., 2013] covers an area which
does not include many junctions and thus favors the constant velocity model.

It

would be interesting to see the performance of the sub-goal algorithm on areas with
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Results of the proposed prediction framework on the Beijing test dataset in
form of the PROC metric. As can be seen, the proposed prediction framework can provide
a true positive rate of at least 50% for a false acceptance rate of ∼ 10% for every time step
up to one hour.
Figure 6.12:

more branches and crossings. Nevertheless, it can at least be stated that the proposed
prediction framework performs in a similar manner to the sub-goal algorithm while
providing a much more versatile approach without involving model specic assumptions.

6.6 Long Term Prediction
The last section showed the diculties involved in comparing a novel prediction framework to an already existing algorithm whose originator did not concentrate on the
evaluation of the prediction performance. An extensive quantitative evaluation using
multiple error metrics on the graph of Section 6.5 is presented in this section in order to
facilitate the comparison of a new method to this prediction framework. The next state
accuracy and the error over trajectory are not considered because they do not provide
much useful insight due to both the specic test dataset at hand and the low inuence
of longer observations on the prediction result as explained in Section 6.5.1. For all
experiments, the time horizon was extended to one hour to emphasize the capabilities
of the proposed prediction framework and provide a better basis for a comparison.
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Results of the proposed prediction framework on the Beijing test dataset.
As shown in the PAUC diagram, the framework performs remarkably well, even for a time
horizon of one hour with an area under curve (AUC) of > 0.83.

Figure 6.13:

6.6.1

Prediction ROC and AUC

The prediction performance on the Beijing test dataset using PROC and PAUC is
shown in Fig. 6.12 and 6.13 respectively. The proposed prediction framework clearly
provides an accurate prediction result even for large time horizons. After one hour,
the ground truth was covered by

20%

of the test trajectories (see Fig. 6.12).

60%
The area under the curve for t = 3, 600s of 0.83
of the most probable nodes for more than

(as seen in Fig. 6.13) emphasizes the fact that the prediction is still far from being a
simple guess. It can be assumed that the prediction for an even larger time horizon
will still yield a good result. Unfortunately, the Beijing taxi trajectory dataset might
not provide a good databasis for an evaluation with a larger time horizon since one
hour is already a rather uncommon duration for a taxi ride and might not apply to
the usual motion model.

6.6.2

Euclidean Distance Error

The more commonly used Euclidean distance error of the prediction using the node
with the highest probability is shown in Fig. 6.14 in blue. It monotonically increases
up to a mean error of

7.1km

for a time horizon of one hour. For an algorithm only

providing one distinct point as a prediction, the result can be considered basically
useless. But, since the proposed prediction algorithm calculates a probability distribution instead of a single point, a more adequate distance error, the expected Euclidean
distance error [Vasquez Govea, 2007]
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The mean Euclidean distance error of the proposed prediction algorithm is
shown in blue, and the expected Euclidean distance error is shown in red for a time horizon
of up to one hour. The Euclidean distance error only incorporates the most probable node,
whereas the expected Euclidean distance error is the weighted sum of the distances to the
ground truth of all nodes (see Eq. 6.3) thus accounting for the whole probability distribution
instead of the rank one result. As expected, the Euclidean distance error increases over
time whereas the expected error shows a strange behavior by decreasing after t ∼ 950s. The
implications of that result are described in further detail in the text below.

Figure 6.14:

to account for the multimodal prediction results.
error as its distance

dn

Every node

n

contributes to this

to the ground truth weighted by its probability

o (n) according

to Eq. 6.3.

eexp =

X

dn · o (n)

(6.3)

n
Thus, the distance error of nodes with high probabilities have a stronger inuence on
the overall error than nodes with a low probability. As shown in Fig. 6.14, the expected

t ≈ 250s and
t ≈ 950s and declines

error follows the rst rank error up to a time horizon of
from it until it reaches its maximum of

0.5km

1.7km

at

then diverges
to an error of

for the maximum time horizon of one hour. The plot hints that the prediction

result is mostly unimodal up to

t ≈ 250s

since both distance errors are almost the

same. Subsequently, new modes emerge and cause the expected error to deviate and
slow its ascent since alternate paths and branches get a chance to compensate for less
accurate predictions. The most interesting behavior can be seen after
the expected error decreasing over time.

t = 950s

with

It contradicts the evaluation using PROC

and PAUC in Fig. 6.12 and 6.13 which clearly indicates that the prediction becomes
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Lock-in error of the proposed prediction framework with dierent lock-in
ranges and a time horizon of up to one hour using the most probable node as the prediction
(i.e., rank one lock-in accuracy).
Figure 6.15:

less accurate with an increasing time horizon. It is a good example that simple error
measures such as a weighted distance error do not always provide a good assessment of
a prediction algorithm since they do not account for eects like an indistinct probability
distribution with a lot of nodes having almost equally low probabilities, which was the
cause for that particular decrease in the expected Euclidean distance error in Fig. 6.14.

6.6.3

Lock-In Accuracy

Using lock-in accuracy for evaluation with a lock-in distance of one, two and three
kilometers results in the plot of Fig. 6.15. Since the proposed prediction framework
provides a probability distribution as the prediction result, only the most probable
position was used as the prediction in this evaluation; thus, it resembles the rank one

930 square
kilometers, a random guess would result in accuracies of approximately 0.34%, 1.4%,
and 3.1% for the lock-in ranges of one, two and three kilometers respectively. As

lock-in accuracy. On the given graph with

14, 272

nodes and an area of

shown in Fig. 6.15, the proposed prediction algorithm performs much better than
that, even for a time horizon of one hour with accuracies of

2.9%, 9.5%, and 19.4% for

the corresponding lock-in ranges. However, it should be noted that the taxi trajectories
occasionally stay in one area of Beijing and the probability distribution of the prediction is often almost evenly spread out at further time horizons which helps in achieving
high accuracies for lock-in ranges bigger than two kilometers. In order to avoid these
eects, much smaller lock-in ranges were chosen in the following evaluations.
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Lock-in accuracy for dierent false acceptance rates (FAR). Instead of
giving the probability that the most probable prediction is within the lock-in range, the rst
n percent of the nodes ordered by their probabilities is taken and it is assessed if any of them
are within the lock-in range. Another interpretation is to rst take the most probable node
and check if it is within the lock-in range. If it is not, the second most probable node is
taken and checked for its distance to the ground truth to be lower than the lock-in range.
This procedure is continued until either n percent of the nodes have been evaluated or at
least one node is within the range. If a node is found, the prediction is treated as correct
and as false otherwise. This evaluation was done for the most probable 1%, 2%, 5%, and
10% of the nodes and a lock-in range of 500m for a time horizon of up to one hour. As
can be seen, ∼ 33% of all test trajectories had at least one of the 1% most probable nodes
within 500m of the ground truth after one hour. If a false acceptance rate of 10% is taken,
even ∼ 72% of the test trajectories were predicted correctly using this error measure.
Figure 6.16:

6.6.4

Extended Lock-In Accuracy

Since the proposed prediction framework does not provide only one prediction but
rather a probability distribution over the whole state space, it is expedient to modify
the lock-in accuracy to not only take the most probable prediction into account but
to incorporate the full distribution. This leads to an ROC like interpretation of the
lock-in accuracy which takes a certain percentage (relating to the false acceptance
rate) of the most probable nodes and assesses the probability that at least one of them
is within the lock-in range.

2%, 5%,

and

10%

The results can be found in Fig. 6.16 for FARs of

and a lock-in range of

500m.

1%,

The plots provide a more insightful

evaluation than the rst rank lock-in accuracy in Fig. 6.15 since it takes the whole
probability distribution into account instead of just the most probable result. It shows
that the real position of a taxi in the test dataset can be found after one hour of its
last observation with a probability of more than
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Figure 6.17: ROC plot of the proposed prediction framework using the lock-in accuracies
for a time horizon of one hour and dierent lock-in ranges. The ROC plot depicts the true
positive rate for dierent false acceptance rates, shown on a logarithmic scale in order to
enable a better evaluation in the more interesting regions of the plot.

(i.e.,

1%

of the

14, 272

nodes of the topological graph used in the experiments) most

1, 427 most probable nodes
(which relates to an FAR of 10%), the chances can be improved to an impressive 72%.
probable nodes of the prediction. By searching through the

6.6.5

Lock-In ROC

In order to determine a suitable false acceptance rate for a desired lock-in accuracy,
ROC like evaluations are shown in Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18. For dierent lock-in ranges

2km, they show the lock-in accuracies for false acceptance rates
100% and a time horizon of one hour in Fig. 6.17 and 20 minutes
in Fig. 6.18. An FAR of 1% is equivalent to taking the 14 most probable nodes of the
prediction result out of the total 14, 272 nodes of the topological graph. For example,
the 14 most probable nodes of a one hour prediction are within two kilometers of the
ground truth with a probability of 33% according to the ROC in Fig. 6.17. Since one
between

between

100m
0.2%

and

and

hour might be an uncommon duration for a taxi ride, Fig. 6.18 provides the same
evaluation with a more suitable time horizon of
of more than

58%

20

minutes, resulting in a probability

for the same FAR and lock-in range. By searching through the

most probable nodes (i.e., a false acceptance rate of

∼ 1%), the
20 minutes.

60% for one hour and to 83% for a horizon of
be within 500m of the ground truth, the lock-in accuracy
nodes reduces to 7.3% and 18.6% for a prediction length of

almost
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ROC plot of the proposed prediction framework using the lock-in accuracies
for a time horizon of 20 minutes and dierent lock-in ranges. Since the time horizon of
one hour as in Fig. 6.17 is a rather uncommon duration for a taxi ride and thus might
not apply to the usual motion model, the same evaluation was also conducted with a more
suitable time horizon of 20 minutes.
Figure 6.18:

respectively, which is still a remarkably good result given the size of the state space
and the length of the time horizon.

6.6.6

Intermediate Conclusion

The broad range of metrics used for evaluating the proposed prediction framework
gives a concordant predication: it performs extraordinarily well on the Beijing test
dataset for predictions of

20

minutes and even one hour into the future. Furthermore,

the evaluation provides several anchors for researchers to compare their prediction
algorithm to the proposed prediction framework.
In order to enhance the quantitative evaluation visually, an exemplary prediction of
a taxi cab in Beijing is shown in Fig. 6.19. The car came from north heading south
and turned east at the center crossing.

The prediction started after the car drove

approximately one kilometer, and the result is shown as an accumulated probability
distribution from

t = 0s

to

t = 600s

colored from turquoise (low probability) via

yellow (medium probability) to red (highest probability). As can be seen, the proposed
prediction framework was able to correctly predict the path of the car and conjecture
a straight movement across the intersection. Back roads and paths running in dierent
directions are also anticipated with a lower probability.
In Fig. 6.20, another prediction result is shown. Additionally, the probability distributions for distinct time horizons (Fig. 6.20(c) to Fig. 6.20(f )) are provided, too. While
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Exemplary prediction of a single taxi drive. The observation is shown as
a solid black line and the path for the next ten minutes is plotted as a dashed line. The
probability distribution is shown in colors ranging from turquoise (low probability) to red
(high probability). Since it is not possible to show the distribution for every time step in a
single picture, the accumulated distribution is shown from t = 0 to t = 600s to depict the
most probable paths the car might take in that time period. As can be seen, the prediction
correctly assumes a left turn (east) at the crossing in the middle while still maintaining a
slightly lower probability for heading further south. The nal position of the car at t = 600s
conforms with the predicted probability distribution, too. Paths along the side roads are also
considered and taken into account with a low probability.1

Figure 6.19:

the proposed prediction framework performs remarkably well for a time horizon of up
to

550

seconds, it also illustrates a situation with a less accurate prediction for the

further time steps in Fig. 6.20(f ). The prediction result assumes the car will stay on
the road with a high probability; however, the car has taken a right turn. Despite the
irregularity, a lesser but still signicant probability is assigned to the nodes close to
the real position of the car. Thus, the prediction does not contain the ground truth as
the rst rank anymore but it is still within the twenty most probable nodes, complying
with a false acceptance rate of less than

2%.

6.7 Conclusion
This chapter addressed several dierent evaluation-related topics. First, in Section 6.1,
a small dataset was presented to contrast dierent methods of the prediction framework. The openly available Beijing taxi trajectory dataset was subsequently introduced
for a comparison of the proposed prediction framework to the state of the art and the

1 The maps in Fig. 6.19 and 6.20 were taken from openstreetmap.org  c OpenStreetMap contributors
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(a) Trajectory

(b) Accumulated Pred.

(c) t=150s

(d) t=300s

(e) t=450s

(f ) t=600s

Exemplary prediction of a single taxi drive. The observation is shown
as a solid black line and the path for the next ten minutes is plotted as a dashed line in
(a). The accumulated probability distribution for the time horizon of t = 0s to t = 600s
is shown in colors ranging from turquoise (low probability) to red (high probability) in (b).
The individual probability distributions for every 150 seconds are shown in (c-f) with the
ground truth marked as a black dot. As can be seen, the car appears to be in a trac jam
in (c), causing the prediction to hurry ahead. In (d) and (e), the car is close to the major
peak of the probability distribution, whereas minor peaks account for slower and faster trac
(orange, yellow and green specks). Dierent possible paths of the car (e.g., turning left, or
right at the crossing close to the start) are also accounted for with low probabilities. In (f),
the car takes a right turn but the proposed prediction framework assumes a high probability
that the car will stay on the road. However, smaller probabilities (green and turquoise) are
also correctly assigned to the vicinity of the car.1
Figure 6.20:
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necessary steps for a post processing of the raw data was explained. Then, the most
common error measures were presented briey in Section 6.2, followed by the introduction of new error measures, PROC and PAUC, which were suitable to the multimodal
results of the prediction.
The rst experiment in Section 6.3 contrasted grid-based with the Mean-Shift based
topologies. The former did not perform worse than the latter but the Mean-Shift based
topology is preferred because it requires fewer nodes, edges, and less computational
power while performing equally well.
The follow-up experiment evaluated the inuence of the Mean-Shift kernel size on the
prediction error. It showed that the kernel size is an important parameter, which needs
to be well adjusted to the prediction problem at hand. As a rule of thumb, it should
be set to the desired minimum distance of neighboring nodes. But, small deviations to
the optimal size still yield good results which eases the task of setting the Mean-Shift
kernel size.
Afterwards, the computational requirements of the proposed prediction framework
were examined by comparing the iterative solution with the prediction in frequency
domain in Section 6.4. Unfortunately, the computation in frequency domain can only
speed up the prediction in the very unlikely case when a coarse result is sucient for
the problem at hand. The iterative solution should be favored since it not only provides
the most accurate results, it is also fast enough for most of the prediction tasks on
consumer hardware (e.g., it needs
dataset up to

102.4s

3.8s

for predicting a trajectory of the Humboldt

into the future on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7).

In order to evaluate the overall performance of the proposed prediction framework,
it was compared to three state of the art prediction algorithms in Section 6.5 which
are versatile in its application in Section 2.2.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to

contrast all methods on the Beijing test dataset due to either unmet assumptions or a
tremendous computational complexity, and only an indirect comparison was possible.
Thus, the results of the experiments should be assessed with prudence.
The proposed prediction method performed better than the EM algorithm of [Bennewitz, 2004] by comparing both on the true positive rate for obtaining the correct

nal position of the test trajectories for dierent length of observations.

Since the

estimation of the number of model components and the calculation of motion pattern
do not scale well for the EM algorithm, the proposed prediction framework is also
preferred while learning the prediction model on an enormous training dataset.
Despite the promising methods of the GHMM prediction algorithm, as presented
in [Vasquez Govea, 2007], it still needs further research on improving the computational requirements on larger datasets. While providing better results than the
EM algorithm of [Bennewitz, 2004], the GHMM algorithm is believed to perform
equally to the proposed prediction framework at best while being more prone to the
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imperfection of real-world datasets such as broken trajectories and much less capable
to meet computational restrictions in real-time applications.
The sub-goal prediction algorithm of [Ikeda et al., 2013] performed similarly to the
proposed prediction framework by comparing them to a constant velocity extrapolation, using the lock-in accuracy. Both prediction algorithms do utilize similar probabilistic methods but the former needs additional spatial information and its topological
graph is tuned to a pedestrian motion model thus hindering other applications whereas
the proposed prediction framework is in advantage by employing a more versatile topological model.
In order to enable a more convenient comparison to new prediction algorithms, a
broader evaluation on several error measures is given in Section 6.6.

The proposed

prediction framework was evaluated on the Beijing test dataset using PROC, PAUC,
Euclidean distance error, lock-in accuracy, and several variants of the lock-in accuracy
which were modied to accommodate to the multimodal probability distributions the
prediction gives as a result.

All experiments showed that the proposed prediction

framework performs remarkably well, even for a time horizon of

20

minutes and up to

one hour. The visualization of selected test trajectories in Section 6.6.6 showed that
the framework is also able to provide useful predictions, especially in cases which are
considered wrong if only the most probable node would be taken into account.
In summary, the proposed prediction framework performs better than the addressed
state of the art methods while providing a much more versatile and powerful approach
which can be adapted to every prediction task on a continuous state space.

It is

advisable to utilize the Mean-Shift based topological graph (see Section 3.3.4) in conjunction with the iterative approach (as explained in Section 5.1.4) in order to obtain
the best prediction results.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
An innovative prediction framework consisting of three elements was presented in this
thesis. The novel ow based prediction algorithm processes an observed trajectory into
a comprehensive probability distribution for the whole state space and an extensive
time horizon by utilizing a probabilistic transition model and an ecient topological
graph.

Not only does the extent of the result surpass state of the art prediction

methods, which usually provide just a few distinct points or trajectories as a result,
but also the quality of the result challenges current prediction algorithms.
The next section will summarize the results and contributions of this thesis, whereas
Section 7.2 introduces new ideas which may help to further improve the prediction
performance and the computational requirements of the proposed prediction framework.

7.1 Summary
This thesis dealt with several aspects of a long term motion prediction framework.
Chapter 1 introduced the topic and named some exemplary applications of a motion prediction. Chapter 2 selected relevant state of the art methods and motivated
the architecture of the proposed prediction framework. The main components of the
framework were presented in Chapter 3 to 5.

Finally, the resulting algorithm was

evaluated in Chapter 6. The next sections will address these aspects respectively in
more detail followed by a juxtaposition contrasting the advantages and disadvantages
of the proposed prediction framework.

7.1.1

Applications

Some possible applications of the proposed prediction framework were introduced in
Chapter 1. The practical aspects of implementing them are now discussed in the ex-
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ample of a mobile wireless network, autonomous cars, service robots, and a marketing
predictor.

Mobile Networks
A main goal of trajectory prediction in mobile wireless networks is to anticipate the
next base station a user is going to connect to [Wanalertlak et al., 2011]. Since
the topology of the network is usually given by the cell towers, it can directly get
transferred into the topological model without the need of a clustering algorithm.
For every cell tower, a node is placed at the respective position, and the Delaunay
triangulation can be utilized to connect the nodes with edges. The service provider
of a mobile network perceives the movements of a user as the signal strength towards
certain cell towers.

Since a trajectory of an observation must be mapped onto the

nodes of the topological graph (see Section 4.1), it is not necessary to triangulate the
user in the Euclidean space. Instead, the sequence of the last cell towers the user was
connected to (i.e., the tower with the highest signal strength) can be directly used as
an observation.

After gathering enough training data, the transitional probabilities

and the transitional time distributions between the nodes are calculated. It is usually
only important to predict the next cell tower of a user instead of a complete probability
distribution. Thus, the ow based calculations are not necessary and a simple one step
prediction (i.e., one step of the approximative solution in Section 5.1.2) needs to be
performed using the transitional probabilities given the current observation.
In summary, the prediction of the next cell tower of a mobile user in a wireless network
does not pose a problem to the proposed prediction network. Due to the specic restrictions of the application, several simplications (e.g., the omission of the clustering
step, or the focus on only the next node) of the involved methods are possible and
help in improving and optimizing the workow.

Autonomous Cars
It is a crucial ability for autonomous cars to predict trajectories of other vehicles and
pedestrians in order to avoid collisions and obey the trac rules [Hermes et al., 2009].
The proposed prediction method can be used to solve this task, but it poses some
diculties. First of all, the state space of an autonomous car is usually given in the
form of an egocentric perspective. Using a global coordinate system for the topological
model is not feasible since it can, in the worst case, comprise the whole world which
in turn would cause enormous memory requirements and an unrealistic number of
observations is needed to learn the topological and probabilistic model. By using a
local coordinate system, observations of the surroundings are transformed according
to the egomotion of the car which induces a high variety in the state space. If, for the
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sake of simplicity, the autonomous car can move with two speeds in one direction, an
object showing up at a certain distance to the front left and moving to the right can
follow two trajectories (one for each speed of the car) in the local coordinate system.
Since the position, speed and movement direction of the autonomous car can change
continuously, an observation can have a multitude of trajectories in the topological
graph.

Creating a topological model on such a local coordinate system is possible,

but the high diversity of observations will most likely cause very imprecise predictions
because a lot of unrelated situations are superimposed onto one point in the state space
and the same situation may be observed in dierent regions of the local coordinate
system.
One method of increasing the prediction accuracy is to not only use the Euclidean
coordinates as the state space but also to include the speed and steering angle of the
car as additional dimensions. By using the previous example, an object showing up at
the same relative point and following the same global trajectory will always cause the
same trajectory for the same speed and steering angle in the topological graph. Thus,
it can be predicted with a much higher accuracy. The only disadvantage of such an
approach is the need of many more observations to train the topological graph and
the probabilistic model due to the higher dimension of the state space (also known as
the curse of dimensionality [Bellman and Corporation, 1957]). Using knowledge
about the physical correlations between the Euclidean trajectories of objects and the
current speed and steering angle of a car, it is possible to include an observation into
the topological and probabilistic models not only for the car's current speed and angle,
but for every possible combination of both. Such a procedure would greatly improve
prediction accuracy and reduce the number of observations needed to train the models.
Furthermore, it would also give a good example of how the proposed prediction method
can be improved by model specic knowledge.
It is expected that the proposed prediction framework can be successfully applied to
an autonomous car for predicting vehicles and pedestrians in trac. But, since the
trajectories are highly conned by the environment and follow very distinct models
(due to both physical and regulatory laws), a prediction algorithm tailored to the
specic task may provide equal or even better results without the need to learn a
topological and probabilistic model in advance.

Service Robots
The task of predicting movements on a mobile service robot may seem very similar
to the task of predicting trajectories on an autonomous car; however, it yields some
major dierences.
First of all, the state space of a robot in a home environment, for example, is less
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conned. The robot is not restricted to a road network, is allowed to move around
freely without trac restrictions, and usually has a higher degree of freedom in its
motions [Siegwart et al., 2011]. Therefore, the prediction framework needs to cover
several situations and, thus, more observations are required to create an adequate topological and probabilistic model. If the environment the robot operates in is restricted
in size, the use of a global Euclidean coordinate system is advised. The robot will miss
many observations since it may only be able to observe its immediate surroundings.
But, the application of a two dimensional global coordinate system will most likely
need less observations to create an appropriate topological and probabilistic model
compared to a much more complicated, high dimensional, and local system, similar to
the recommendations for the autonomous car.
Second, the environment a mobile service robot operates in is usually not very extensive
and is almost always located inside of a building. Thus, the topological graph can cover
the entire state space with few memory requirements, which in turn encourages the
use of a global Euclidean coordinate system.
Third, the robot itself is a point of interest in most environments, causing pedestrians
to observe, approach, avoid, or interact with it [Sabanovic et al., 2006, Müller
et al., 2008].

The robot introduces a high degree of variety since it inuences the

trajectories of the observations depending on its own position. Contradictory to the
previous recommendation to use a global coordinate system, this behavior can best be
countered by using a local coordinate system since the robot (being the attractor or
deector) will always be located in the origin of the topological model.
Using the proposed prediction framework with a global Euclidean coordinate system is
expected to perform well on a mobile service robot. But, due to the robot's interactions
with its surroundings and the limited perception range, prediction algorithms using
social force models [Luber et al., 2010] or similar approaches are believed to provide
better prediction results, if a long training phase to collect observations needs to be
avoided.

Marketing Predictor
Contrary to the previous two applications, the main task of a prediction algorithm in
marketing is to enable a gentle collision with a customer. Since the use of machine
learning, cognitive robotics, and AI is relatively new in the elds of experimental
marketing, ample research still needs to be done to identify the most benecial use
cases for prediction algorithms.
In the naïve example of a spatial prediction of customers in a mall in order to intercept
them and oer services, the implementation of the proposed prediction framework is
straightforward: Using a global coordinate system, the topological graph is advised
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to be created by a clustering algorithm, preferably the Mean-Shift algorithm, as explained in Section 3.3.

If the environment is highly structured (e.g., by shelves), a

manual creation of the topological graph may also be feasible.

After learning the

probabilistic model (as addressed in Chapter 4), utilizing Markov-trees to store the
transitional probabilities and Kernel Density Estimations to represent the transitional
time distributions, the prediction framework using the iterative solution as explained
in Section 5.1.4 can be applied to predict a customer's trajectory.
By applying the prediction algorithm on more abstract metrics (like purchase intentions [Dees et al., 2008], impulsiveness, and health consciousness [Bearden and
Netemeyer, 1999]) describing a customer on a non-spatial scale, the future shopping

behavior and a suitable time to oer a product may be predicted. With the current
level of research in these elds, it is not possible to provide tangible advice on how to
apply the prediction framework because the concomitants are not yet known. However,
it can be assumed that the generic approach for a spatial state space should provide a
decent starting point.

Conclusion
The proposed prediction framework oers the potential of a benecial generic solution
to a variety of prediction problems. As long as the state space and the involved motion
models do not change signicantly, the framework provides useful and comprehensive
prediction results. But, if the state space does not remain static (e.g., due to the use
of a local coordinate system) or if the motion models do change (like in the example
of the mobile service robot), the prediction framework may not be able to give a very
precise prediction result.

By incorporating the respective variations into the state

space, more accurate results can be achieved but in exchange for an increased need of
observations.

7.1.2

Motivation

After introducing the concept and necessity of a long term motion prediction for several
application scenarios in Chapter 1, the current state of the art was presented and
analyzed in Chapter 2. One peculiarity was that no method in the related literature
was able to provide a probability distribution over the whole spatio-temporal state
space.

Predicting the motion of an object with state of the art algorithms usually

results in a number of most likely future trajectories or a few distinct points. Such
simplistic results prevent the application of the prediction algorithm for tasks which
need to determine the probability to observe an object in a certain region, or even
at a single specic point in the spatio-temporal space. Furthermore, almost all state
of the art algorithms were tailored to a specic problem statement and are therefore
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only applicable to a very limited set of tasks. However, three algorithms [Bennewitz,
2004, Vasquez Govea, 2007, Ikeda et al., 2013] were identied as being versatile and
thus selected as a reference to this thesis.
The proposed prediction algorithm was also intended to be used on a specic subject, but the drawbacks of the state of the art methods inspired the creation of a
most versatile prediction framework, assessing the entire state space by providing a
comprehensive probability distribution as a result.

7.1.3

Framework

The evaluation of the state of the art in long term motion prediction unveiled a common architecture: First, a topological representation was created in a learning phase
in order to enable an easy processing of trajectories or observations.

Afterwards, a

probabilistic model was learned which is encoding similarities of observed movements
or state transitions. Finally, both parts were processed by an algorithm in order to
predict an observation. This architecture was also adopted for the proposed prediction
framework and Chapter 3 to 5 focused on the respective components.

Topological Representation
Chapter 3 dealt with the topological representation of the state space and introduced
the topological graph as a well suited concept. Whereas grid-based graphs, as presented
in Section 3.2, are simple and straightforward, a data driven topology provides both
a better sampling of the state space and has less computational requirements.

The

data driven graph can be created by rst determining the nodes based on clustering
observations and then connecting them by edges. After assessing dierent clustering
methods for the creation of the nodes in Section 3.3, the Mean-Shift algorithm is recommended because it requires the user to set only one easily ascertainable parameter,
and it is able to sample the state space according to the density of the training data.
One disadvantage of the Mean-Shift algorithm is its lack of an on-line updating mechanism. If the graph has to be learned iteratively, the Growing Neural Gas is a better
suited clustering algorithm because it can be easily updated and inherently connects
the nodes with edges. Unfortunately, the Growing Neural Gas needs six parameters
to be tuned to the characteristics of the state space, which makes it more dicult to
obtain a good clustering result.
After determining the nodes, preferably with the Mean-Shift algorithm, they can be
connected with edges using the Delaunay triangulation, as described in Section 3.4.
It ensures that any continuous trajectory in the state space can be represented as
a sequence of connected nodes without any interruptions due to a missing edge be-
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tween two successive nodes. This property is of utmost importance for the proposed
prediction algorithm to function properly.
If memory requirements are no issue, the use of a regular grid as the topology is also
a valid option. As shown in Section 6.3, it does not perform much dierently than a
graph learned by a clustering algorithm. Using a grid avoids the time consuming part of
learning a topology based on observations in exchange for a higher memory requirement
and a slightly increased computational complexity in the application phase.

Probabilistic Model
Once the topological graph is created, it has to be enriched with a probabilistic model,
as presented in Chapter 4. The probabilistic model is comprised of two elements: the
transitional probabilities for each node and the transitional time distributions for every
edge. As explained in Section 4.1, the transitional probabilities of a node provide the
likelihood of an observation to transit each connected neighbor. In a learning phase,
they are estimated by the relative frequencies of the training trajectories performing
the respective transition.
For every edge, a transitional time distribution species how much time is needed for
a transition between the connected nodes, as described in Section 4.3. It is learned
by taking the related observations of a training dataset and sampling the time they
need for that transition. Those samples are then used to estimate a time distribution,
either in a parametric form, like GMM, or preferably as a non-parametric KDE.
In order to account for the previous path of an observation, the transitional probabilities and time distributions are not restricted to a rst-order Markov model (i.e.,
the probabilities and distributions are only dependent on the current state). A novel
concept, introduced as the Markov-tree in Section 4.2, enables an easy method to efciently learn, manage, and process transitional probabilities and time distributions
with Markov chains of arbitrary lengths.

The only restriction on the length of the

previous path taken into account during the computations is imposed by the amount
of available training data. For this purpose, an assessment for the quality of a probability estimation using Chebyshev's inequality is presented and recommended to be
used for limiting the descend into the Markov-tree to an adequate depth.

Prediction Framework
As presented in Chapter 5, the main prediction method utilized the topological graph
and the probabilistic model in order to calculate a comprehensive probability distribution across the whole state space and for every time step. The main idea behind
the prediction method was adopted from common path planning algorithms: an initial
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belief, i.e., the current observation, is spread across the entire graph like a wavefront
with respect to its topology.
The concept of a probabilistic ow was introduced in Section 5.1 in order to implement
such a procedure. Starting from the node of the last known observation with the observational probability of one, it diverges at nodes and is delayed at edges while it spreads
throughout the entire graph according to the transitional probabilities and transitional
time distributions respectively. In Section 5.1.1, the formal denition of the prediction
algorithm was given using a continuous timescale.

Then, an approximative imple-

mentation was presented in Section 5.1.2 in order to transfer it to a computationally
less challenging discrete time scale and to provide a more practical algorithm. However, the approximative implementation involves multiple convolutions, making it very
time consuming. By transferring the computation into the frequency domain, a faster
algorithm can be implemented, as explained in Section 5.1.3. The computational complexity can be reduced even further in most of the use cases if the approach is changed
from approximating and rening the probabilistic ows iteratively to calculating them
for every time step successively, as shown in Section 5.1.4.
If the underlying motion model is not static and tends to change over time, an on-line
updating mechanism is required to keep the topological and the probabilistic models
up to date. Section 5.2 discussed the model update and concluded that the topological
model should stay static as long as possible since nearly any change will also severely
aect every transitional probability and time distribution.

Randomly seeded nodes

can be added prior to creating the edges and learning the probabilistic models. States
and regions of the state space that have yet to be observed and accounted for will be
taken into consideration and extensive recalculations will be avoided. Updating the
probabilistic models is less critical due to the benets of the Markov-tree. It enables
an easy and eective rening of the transitional probabilities and time distributions
during the application phase of the proposed prediction framework.

7.1.4

Evaluation

The proposed prediction framework was evaluated in Chapter 6. Section 6.1 introduced
the used datasets and the most common error measures were explained in Section 6.2.
Since none of these errors were able to fully address the rich information the proposed
prediction framework provides in form of a comprehensive probability distribution,
new error measures, the PROC and PAUC, were introduced in Section 6.2.5.
The evaluation of dierent topological graphs in Section 6.3 unveiled that the MeanShift approach provided results comparable to more simple grid-based topologies while
enabling a much faster and computationally less expensive prediction. Furthermore,
it was shown that the kernel size had a signicant inuence on the prediction accuracy
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and must be chosen carefully. While being tolerant of small deviations, it is recommended to tune the kernel size to the minimum distance two neighboring nodes should
have.
Section 6.4 compared the prediction algorithm using the frequency domain, as introduced in Section 5.1.3, to the iterative approach, as presented in Section 5.1.4. Both
approaches provided similar results but the iterative algorithm was almost one order of
magnitude faster. The algorithm using the frequency domain approximates the whole
probability distribution for the full time horizon step by step, whereas the iterative
algorithm calculates the prediction result successively one time step at a time. Hence,
the frequency domain is only advantageous if a rough estimate of the prediction is
needed for a point in time in the distant future. In nearly every other use case, the
iterative approach is to be preferred.
The comparison of the proposed prediction framework to state of the art algorithms [Bennewitz, 2004, Vasquez Govea, 2007, Ikeda et al., 2013] in Section 6.5
proved to be dicult since a direct comparison was not possible. They were evaluated
on undisclosed datasets and a reevaluation on adequately extensive datasets would
not have been feasible. However, indirect comparisons have shown that the proposed
prediction framework was at least on par with or was even superior to the state of
the art algorithms while providing a more comprehensive prediction result and a more
versatile approach.
In order to facilitate the comparison of a new method to this prediction framework,
a broad evaluation on several error measures was given in Section 6.6. For this task,
an openly available dataset, containing recordings of taxi movements in Beijing [Zhu
et al., 2013, Zhang et al., 2011, Zhang, 2009], was chosen for the evaluation. This
dataset can also be substituted by a variety of other datasets [Zheng et al., 2008, Piorkowski et al., 2009, Zheng et al., 2009, Zheng et al., 2010, Yuan et al., 2010, Yuan

et al., 2011, Zheng, 2011, Zheng, 2012, OpenStreetMap and contributors, 2013]
without diculty because it represents a common type of motion on an enormous, spatially almost unrestricted state space. As shown in Section 6.6, the proposed prediction
framework was able to predict a taxi movement with a considerable accuracy twenty
minutes into the future on the scale of a huge city. Even a prediction of one hour into
the future still yields decent results if a concession to spatial accuracy is accepted.

7.1.5

Considerations

In order to decide if the proposed prediction framework is a worthwhile solution to a
specic prediction problem, it is not only important to be aware of the implementational details as summarized in the previous sections, but it is also necessary to know
of its advantages and disadvantages.
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Advantages
•

Versatile:
The most important quality of the proposed prediction framework is its highly
versatile architecture. Because both the topological and the probabilistic model
are created by using observations, no model specic knowledge needs to be implemented. This property enables a broad range of applications since the motion
model of most prediction problems is often either unknown or it is just a coarse
approximation. But, by creating a probabilistic model based on observations, all
factors inuencing a specic motion are intrinsically accounted for.

•

Adaptable:
Despite the fact that model specic knowledge does not have to be implemented,
additional information about the motion mechanics or the topology can be used
to enhance the prediction framework and to reduce the need of observations.
One option would be to extend a single observation across the state space using
knowledge about the relation of the dierent dimensions (similar to the transformation of a single trajectory onto dierent velocities and steering angles in the
example of the autonomous car in Section 7.1.1). Another way of including problem specic knowledge would be to directly limit, modify, or set the transitional
time distributions, transitional probabilities, or the topological graph according
to the restrictions and dynamics of the given system.

•

Few parameters:
The adaptability of the versatile approach is not the only reason why the proposed prediction framework enables an easy implementation for a given problem.
The fact that only one sensitive parameter, the kernel width as mentioned in Section 3.3.4, needs to be tuned to the system at hand (besides the more generic
and less critical implementational parameters such as the time step width, or
the nal horizon for the prediction) enables sucient prediction results early on
without the need to perform several reruns to nd an optimal set of values. But,
even that parameter can be avoided if the clustering algorithm is omitted due to
a known topology (similar to the example of a mobile network in Section 7.1.1)
or if a regular grid is chosen.

•

On-line updating:
As mentioned in Section 5.2, the prediction framework is, within some restrictions, able to incorporate new observations into the topological and probabilistic
models even after the initialization phase.

This ability can be used to either

start using the prediction algorithm early on and improve it during its application, or to account for changes in the motion mechanics of the system (e.g., an
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obstruction in the topology like a road closure).

Disadvantages
•

Global topology:
The main disadvantage of the proposed prediction framework is the need of a
global (i.e., mostly static and not frequently changing) topology. It is also possible to use a local coordinate system but it should be avoided since it introduces
another set of problems, as discussed in Section 7.1.1. A global topology complicates the application of the proposed prediction framework on moving systems,
such as robots or cars, since a transformation of the systems observations into a
global coordinate system according to its egomotion becomes necessary.

•

Requires extensive data:
Processing a global topology on a computer restricts the application of the prediction algorithm to problems in a bounded state space. Within this state space,
all the major situations must be covered by observations in order to obtain good
prediction results. For example, a car's movements can be predicted on a scale
of a city with manageable eort (as demonstrated in Section 6.6), but to predict
its trajectory on the scale of the entire world requires an enormous amount of
observational data and processing power, which makes it practically unfeasible.
Nevertheless, a method to reduce the needed observational data and processing
power for such an application will be presented later in Section 7.2.2.

•

Slow clustering:
If a cluster-based topology is chosen instead of a regular grid, the creation of
the topological model may take a lot of time if a huge state space needs to
be covered.

For a small area, the Mean-Shift algorithm is able to process the

observations relatively quickly (e.g., on the Humboldt dataset, the clustering
takes only some seconds on consumer hardware). However, a larger state space
needs more observations in order to be adequately represented, which in turn
results in a signicantly longer runtime of the Mean-Shift clustering algorithm
(e.g., it takes weeks on consumer hardware to create the topological graph for the
Beijing dataset). The computational needs can be reduced by using a clustering
algorithm with a low complexity (e.g., the K-Means algorithm has a complexity
2
of O (n) compared to the Mean-Shift algorithm with O (n )) but it introduces
another set of disadvantages, as discussed in Section 3.3.
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7.2 Modications
Despite the remarkably accurate prediction results and the real-time capabilities of the
proposed prediction framework, there is still some room for improvement and modications.

Its performance can be improved quantitatively by optimizing the com-

putationally intensive modules and by lowering their requirements. Furthermore, the
prediction capabilities can be enhanced qualitatively by applying a divide and conquer
approach on the propagation of the probabilistic ows. Those two aspects of future
research will be presented in more detail in the next two sections.

7.2.1

Performance improvements

Reducing the computational requirements helps in several aspects. This speeds up the
prediction process, and it also enables the use of a ner temporal resolution, a larger
time horizon, or the processing of a greater state space.

The results in Section 6.4

show that the framework is able to predict small to mid-sized state spaces at least one
order of magnitude faster than real-time.
dataset with a graph consisting of

1, 220

The average prediction on the Humboldt
nodes and

2, 041

edges took

3.8 s.

A time

102.4 s and a temporal resolution of 0.1 s was chosen and the prediction was
performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 quad core processor running at 2.67 GHz while
using less than 50 MByte of RAM (including the overhead of a GUI and visualization).
horizon of

This performance does not suggest the need of an improvement but unfortunately, the
Beijing scenario showed that the computational requirements did not scale linear with

14, 272 nodes
and 57, 067 edges, a prediction 1,200 s into the future with a temporal resolution of 1 s
took 750 s and allocated about 1.1 GByte of RAM. The prediction is also faster than

the number of edges or the length of the time horizon. On the graph with

real-time but the necessity of an optimized implementation becomes more obvious.
Some experiments in Section 6.6 even used a time horizon of
took

3,600 s

and a prediction

3,160 s on average while allocating almost 10 GByte of RAM. Such an application

is nearly unfeasible even if it is slightly faster than real-time.

In order to process

such a huge state space and time horizon, it would be advantageous to lower both the
computational requirements and the memory usage.
The most obvious option is to parallelize the ow update since the ows are independent from each other for every individual time step. If it is implemented on a GPU,
each ow in Line 10 of the pseudocode in Fig. 5.5 can be computed by one processing unit, which would result in a tremendous speed-up (depending on the number of
processing units of the GPU) compared to the calculation on a single CPU core. Unfortunately, the transfer of the algorithm onto a GPU is dicult since a lot of attention
needs to be paid to memory management. The amount of RAM on a graphics card is
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Redundancy in Markov-trees of neighboring nodes. The nodes of the topological graph in the upper part of the gure are shown as red circles with black edges between
them, and observed trajectories are depicted as blue lines with an arrow representing their
direction. The Markov-trees of nodes C, D, and E are shown in the lower half after enriching them with the ve observations. The vertices of the Markov-trees are depicted as
green circles and are connected by brown lines. They are labeled with their index as a black
capital letter and their individual counter fx for the number of observed transitions to the
neighboring nodes in white. The vertex for node C is highlighted red to show the similarities
in the trees. The Markov-trees of node D and E are similar to the tree of node C, extended
by their own vertex on top. As indicated by the dotted black arrows in the lower half of
the gure, the counter of the Markov-tree of node C can be deduced from the counter of the
neighboring Markov-trees.

Figure 7.1:

usually smaller than the RAM of the host computer and it can be understood that the
complete information of the ows, time distributions, and transitional probabilities
does not t into it.

Thus, it is necessary to determine and reorganize the informa-

tion needed for the calculations of the current time step on the CPU before nally
computing the iteration on the GPU. This necessity and the involved copy operations
between the host and device RAM adds overhead to the algorithm and might impede
the benets of the parallelization of Line 10 of the pseudocode in Fig. 5.5. However,
utilizing multiple CPU cores for the task is much easier because all processing units
can operate on the host RAM and do not require any additional memory management
or copying.
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One method of lowering the memory requirements is to reduce the redundancy in the
current implementation of the probabilistic model, especially the Markov-trees. They
share a lot of information, as depicted in Fig. 7.1. Neighboring Markov-trees do not
only have a similar structure but also the information stored in one tree is deducible
from its adjacent Markov-trees. In the example of node D in Fig. 7.1, the Markov-tree
shares the same structure of the tree of node C, extended by a vertex for node D on
top of it. Furthermore, the counter

fD

for the vertices of the tree of node C can be

calculated by adding together all counter

fF

and

fG

of their respective vertices in the

Markov-tree of node D. This is due to the fact that all observations contributing to
the counter

fD

are going from node C to node D and then leaving node D towards its

neighbors. Similar to Kirchho 's current law in electrical engineering, the number of
observations entering node D is equal to the number of observations leaving it. Thus,
the sum of all counter of a vertex in the Markov-tree of node D (outgoing from node D)
equals the counter

fD

of the respective vertex in the Markov-tree of node C (incoming

to node D). However, this only holds true for observations passing the nodes. If an
observation vanishes at a node or a new one starts, this rule does not apply because
the sums of ingoing and outgoing observations are no longer equal. Nevertheless, the
vast amount of redundancy is a good indicator that the solution of using one individual
Markov-tree for each node is not ideal. It may be possible to save a lot of memory and
reduce the redundancy by using one big structure, similar to a global Markov-tree, to
store the transitional counter and time distributions.

7.2.2

Hierarchical Graph

While parallelization or the application of a global Markov-tree would reduce the
computational requirements, the concept of hierarchical graphs might be useful for
improving the qualitative prediction capabilities. The utilization of just one big graph
to predict taxi movements in a huge city accentuated a practical inadequacy in the
experiments of Section 6.6: the probabilistic model did not contain a comprehensive
description of the motion mechanics despite the large training dataset.

Due to the

combinatorial complexity, the depth of the Markov-trees had to be restricted to ve
levels and the use of Chebyshev's inequality often inhibited the descent into the trees
even further. Thus, the cars previous path was only considered for the last ve nodes
at most. With a common distance of
last

∼400 m

100 m

between two neighboring nodes, only the

of the observed trajectory have an inuence on the prediction result.

This contradicts the common intention of using a taxi cab: it is not used to drive
straight over a crossing, to take a turn, or to go around the corner.

A taxi cab is

mostly taken to go from a starting point to a goal, usually several kilometers away. Yet
in order to incorporate the information of the starting point and thus the main motive
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Second Level

First Level

A

B

B1

A1

B2

A2
B3

...

A3

C1

C2

C

C3

Figure 7.2: The rst two layers of an exemplary hierarchical graph. The nodes of the
rst layer are depicted as red, blue, and green dots on the left, connected by black edges.
The corresponding child nodes in the second level are shown in their respective color. The
topological border between the three nodes of the rst layer are shown as gray dotted lines.
The number of layers is not restricted but just the rst two are shown in order to keep
the gure clear and simple. The prediction starts in the rst layer by calculating all ows.
The resulting ows are then transferred onto the next layer and rened. This procedure is
repeated until the lowest layer has been processed. Transferring a ow one layer down is
considered to be the most challenging aspect of the hierarchical graph. Due to the topological
change of a transfer, a ow in the rst level coming from A to B and continuing to C has
multiple representations in the second level: it can either come from A1 or A2, continue
with an arbitrary sequence of B1, B2, and B3, and nally head towards C1, or C2. How the
upper level ow is distributed to the multitude of lower level possibilities needs to be dealt
with in future research.

of a taxi drive, the complete observed trajectory instead of just the last
be included for calculating a better prediction result.

∼400 m

must

A topological graph covering

the whole state space with more widespread and less nodes will take a longer past
of the trajectory into account but it also reduces the spatial resolution drastically.
Additionally, it is still not guaranteed that the full observation can be represented
by a sequence of ve or less nodes without condoning a further reduction in spatial
resolution.
This dilemma might be solvable by using a hierarchical graph structure, as depicted
in Fig. 7.2. Its uppermost level contains a very coarse graph with only a few nodes
covering the whole state space. The next subordinate level holds a graph which samples
the state space with more nodes (e.g., ten times the number). With each subsequent
level, the state space is represented by more nodes until the desired spatial resolution
is attained by the lowest graph.
In order to calculate a prediction, the proposed prediction framework is rst applied
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on the graph of the uppermost level to obtain a probability distribution on a very low
resolution.

In the example of taxi cab movements across a city, this would provide

information about the general destination of the car and how it will get there globally
(e.g., what suburbs it will most likely travel through). Each node in the current graph
corresponds to a set of child nodes in the next level as determined by their Voronoi
regions. The edges in the lower graph which are shared by nodes with dierent parent
nodes are dened as border edges since they represent the lower level link of the
respective edge in the upper level.

The prediction result of the upper level can be

rened by transferring all ows of the upper level to the child graph according to the
respective border edges they travel along. Those transferred ows can then be used
to predict the probability distribution on the lower graph. This procedure is repeated
until the lowest level is processed and the high resolution result is calculated.
Two problems arise with such a procedure. First, the observed trajectory cannot just
be mapped onto the uppermost graph in order to predict a movement because it might
only cover one node and valuable information (e.g., the direction of movement) gets
lost.

It should be mapped onto the lowest graph of the hierarchy and propagated

upwards while keeping the information about the initial inow it creates on every
level, which might add its own set of problems.
Second, the transfer of a probabilistic ow one level down is signicant. A ow on the
upper level, coming from node A, currently at node B and going to its neighboring
node C essentially describes the transition from the border to the Voronoi region of
node A, across the domain of the current node B, to the boundary of the region of
node C. Thus, the ow should be presented as an inow on the lower level at the B-C
border edges towards the sub-graph of C. Unfortunately, the topology of the lower level
is dierent from the upper level and the condition of the ow (which is

[C|B, A, . . .] on

the upper level) has multiple representations on the lower level since various sequences
of nodes to get from the A-B border to the B-C border may exist in the sub graph of B
(in the example of Fig. 7.2,

[C2|B3, B2, B1, A1], [C1|B3, B1, A1],

or

[C1|B3, B1, A2]

are just a few of many options). Furthermore, it is very likely that several B-C border
edges are in existence (two in the example of Fig. 7.2) which makes it necessary to
distribute the ow among them.
Solving these two issues is considered to be the greatest obstacle in developing an
elaborate concept of the hierarchical graph.

However, it can be assumed that the

benet of such an enhancement is not only a better prediction result. It is also likely
to provide an improvement of the computational requirements because the ows do
not propagate through the graph in its full extend.

Due to the divide and conquer

approach, they are processed in small patches of the graph, essentially reducing the
total number of ows and limiting the combinatorial complexity of their condition.
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